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All items in stock when advert created.
Prices valid until .Errors excepted.

N Gauge

Oxford Diecast - Buses

NWFL001 Weymann Fanfare - Southdown NEW� � � £6�50

OO Gauge (1:76 Scale)

Britbus - Buses
N6106 Scania Metropolitan double deck bus "Trathens, London"
(RRP £31)  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .BARGAIN  .  .  .  .  . £5

Corgi Collectables - Buses

OM46313A Routemaster, London & Country, Route 406,
Epsom NEW � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � £33
OM46313B Routemaster, London & Country, Route 414 - Leatherhead
NEW  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . £33
OM46619A New Routemaster, Go-Ahead London, 88 Camden Town .  .  .£34

EFE - Buses
14902 Leyland National MkII Short - "Ribble NBC"
(RRP £24 .95) .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .BARGAIN  .  .  .  . £10

20458 Bristol VR MkIII - "Midland Fox" NEW � � � � � £25�46
24332 BET AEC Reliance - "South Yorkshire PTE" .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . £25�46

Commercial vehicles

21605 Albion Ergo 2 axle Flatbed 'Harris & Miners'
(RRP £19�95) � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � BARGAIN� � � � � � � � � £8
23605 Bedford TK Luton van "Woodlands Transport Tunbridge Wells"
(RRP £19 .95) .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .BARGAIN  .  .  .  .  . £8
33701 ERF 2 axles box van "Gestetner" (RRP £19 .95)BARGAIN  .  .  . £8

33702 ERF KV 2-Axle Box Van "Steventon (Royal
Venton China)" (RRP £19�95)� � � � BARGAIN� � � � � � � � � £7

34405 AEC MkV 4 axle flatbed "FH Pratt & Co"
(RRP £19�95) � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � BARGAIN� � � � � � £8�50

34406 AEC MkV 4 axle flatbed "Lloyds of Ludlow"
(RRP £19�95) � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � BARGAIN� � � � � � � � � £8
37301 AEC MkV 4 Axle Box Van 'Fridged Freight' (RRP £19 .95)BARGAIN £8
37501 AEX MkV 4-axle dropside "Briton Steel Ferry"
(RRP £19 .95)  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .BARGAIN  .  .  .  .  . £8

Oxford Diecast - Buses
76BI002 Beadle Integral Maidstone & District  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . £15�50

76BI003 Beadle Integral coach - "East Yorkshire" £16�50
76IR6005 Irizar i6 - Guideline / Official England Football Team Coach -
Collector's Edition .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . £23
76OWB013 Bedford OWB Belfast  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . £13
76SB001 Saro Bus Ribble  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . £15�50

Cars

76IS001 BMW Isetta signal red NEW � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � £5

76TR7001 Triumph TR7 convertible triton green NEW £5
76VWY006 Vauxhall Wyvern metallichrome green NEW  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . £4�50

Commercial vehicles

76BUR006 Burrell Scenic Showmans Loco No� 4030
-Dolphin NEW � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � £14

76CWT002 Commer Walk Thru crewbus in British Rail
yellow NEW � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � £8�50

76CWT003 Commer Walk Thru London Fire Brigade
NEW � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � £8�50
76DXF001 DAF XF Euro 6 CombiTrailer/Container Maritime Transport  .  .£21

76DXF003 DAF XF William Armstrong Houghton
Parkhouse livestock trailer NEW � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � £22
76FBB001Fowler BB1 16nhpPloughing EngineNo .15145Rusty Dorset £14�50

76FBB002 Fowler BB1 Plough Engine No15222 Bristol
Rover + Living Wagon Dorset � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � £18
76FCR002 Fowler B6 Crane Wolverhampton Wanderer  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . £14

76J4001 Morris J4 van - "Royal Mail" NEW � � � � � � � £5�50

76LO001 Leyland Octopus trailer - "Tesco" NEW� � � � £13

76SCT004 Scania Car Transporter - Green Tiger � � � � £30

76SHL01ST Scania Highline Nooteboom 3 Axle Semi
Low Loader Stobart Rail � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � £21�50
76VOL4005 Volvo FH4 (G) Flatbed Trailer P McKerral & Co Ltd  .  .  . £21
OR76ROR003 Land Rover Defender 110 posable rail wheels - "British
Rail" - non-motorised  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . £6�50

Farming & Construction

763CX001 JCB 3CX Eco Backhoe Loader JCB NEW �£19�50

76JS001 JCB JS220 Tracked Excavator JCB � � � � £19�50

76LDL001 JCB 531 70 Loadall JCB� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � £16

76ML1001 JCB Major Loader Mk1 Excavator JCB � � � £20
Military ground vehicles

76CHT003 Churchill Tank 142 RAC Tunisia 1943  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . £11

76QLD006 Bedford QLD - "Wiltshire Fire Brigade" NEW £12

76SET58 RAF Centenary Set � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � £42

76SM001 Sherman Mk3 Tank - 10th Armoured division,
1942 � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � £11

76SM002 Sherman Mk3 Tank - Royal Scots Greys, Italy
1943 NEW � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � £11

1:50 Scale

Corgi Collectables - Commercial
vehicles

CC14040 Volvo FH Super Trailer "Currie European, Dumfries, Scotland"
(RRP £89 .99) .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .BARGAIN  .  .  .  . £54

CC16005 Volvo FH, Step-Frame Trailer, Anderson
new tool � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �£68

O Gauge (1:43 Scale)

Corgi Collectables - Cars

VA09523 Ford Escort Mk1 Mexico Sebring Red NEW £24

Oxford Diecast - Cars

43EMP002 Rolls Royce silver cloud/hooper empress
two tone blue NEW� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � £21�50

43JAG5001 Jaguar MkV DHC Open Opalescent Silver� � £21

43JAG5002 Jaguar MkV DHC Closed British Racing
Green NEW � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �£21

43R25001 Rolls Royce 25/30 - Thrupp & Maberly
Burgundy� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �£21

43RSC002 Rolls Royce Silver Cloud I black NEW� £21�50

43RUB001 Austin Ruby Saloon Maroon� � � � � � � � � � � �£15
Commercial vehicles

43FDE017 Ford 400E van - "Lotus" � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �£12

43LR3S001 Land Rover Series III SWB St� Wagon
Limestone NEW � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �£14�50

18/07/18

£4 P&P for 2 or more items

£7 P&PNext Day (Orders before 2pm) UK P&P £2
Sign up to our weekly newsletter at hattons.co.uk/mailinglist Follow us on @hattonsmodels and /hattonsmodelrailways

Tel: 0151 733 3655 info@hattons.co.uk
17 Montague Road, Widnes, WA8 8FZ

Phones:Mon - Sat 7:30am to 6pm Sun 9am to 5pm
Shop:Mon - Sun 9am to 5pm

22,000+ items available onwww.hattons.co.uk
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its too late now. At least we’ve got some 
fantastic photos to show them at work.

The second feature to really stand 
out for me this month is Ed Burrows’ 
‘Busman’s Holiday’ which starts on 
page 58. This is another famous Walsh 
Brothers restoration, a rare vehicle 
restored in record time. And what a 
vehicle! I know HC doesn’t really feature 
buses, but there are exceptions to the 
rule, and in this case the Beadle bus 
had been converted many years ago by 
operator Crosville into a mobile publicity 
unit and coach ticket sales office. As I’ve 
mentioned before, I really like buses that 
have been modified to have a second 
working life, and this one ticks all the 
boxes for me!

Next, I was also very taken with the 
Armstrong Siddeley ‘ute’ on page 66 
courtesy of Dean Reader. It’s always 
surprised me that an upmarket car 
builder such as this would produce 

small commercials, but I suppose in 
the ‘export or die’ economic world just 
after the Second World War it’s very 
understandable. 

Before I go, I must also mention our 
cover story, Mike Ponsonby’s superb 
Atkinson Borderer, as I can’t look at 
a Borderer without instantly being 
transported back to being 16 years 
old and my first day at work as a lorry 
mechanic. I’m really pleased the first 
lorry I ever worked on was one of these 
classics, although looking back it did 
seem really old fashioned compared to 
some of the other lorries in the DMT 
fleet! 

A great action shot of old from Tim 
Wayne showing the air cushion 
equipment in use by Wynns. 

Welcome to the July 2018 issue 
of Heritage Commercials. 
Of all the features we’ve put 

together this month three really caught 
my eye. The first is ‘Blowing hot on 
cold’ by Bob Tuck which starts on page 
44. This tells the story of ‘Air cushion 
equipment’ used in heavy haulage to 
lower the weight imposed on bridges 
and roads by oversized loads. Basically, 
this is hovercraft technology, and I think 
it’s one of the best ideas I’ve ever heard 
of! It appears there were only two outfits 
made, one utilizing four centrifugal 
blowers driven by a Rolls-Royce petrol 
engine mounted in a Commer Maxiload 
van, while the second used gas turbine 
driven compressors mounted directly 
onto the trailer. The sad thing is that 
despite both being successful designs 
they appear to have been scrapped, and 
so are lost forever. Surely at least one 
could have been saved for posterity, but 

HISTORY LOST AND FOUND



06 Kindred spirits
When Mike Ponsonby fi rst made contact with 
Dennis Smith through the Truck Net forum about 
fi ve years ago, he re-kindled a connection which 
he’d fi rst formed when he was a youngster in the 
mid ‘80s. Once the pair realised they were kindred 
spirits, it was no surprise that Mike then went 
on to re-create a stunning replica of the type of 
Atkinson Borderer artic ran by Dennis’ old fi rm of 
Bewick Transport.

14  Ignition
News and events from around the classic 
commercial vehicle world.

16 Readers’ letters
Your chance to tell us a story, ask a question or 
put things straight. 

20 Subscription form
Save money and get your copy of HC delivered to 
your door early by subscribing.

22 Well-known names
The latest bookazine in the Road Haulage Archive 
series has recently been published. Mike Forbes 
gives us a taste of what readers can expect to fi nd 
within its pages.

26  The F86 story
Alan Barnes trawls the archives to tell the story of a 
Volvo’s iconic F86.

32 From the archives
This month we feature the Seddon Atkinson 400. 
Did you drive one?

36 Museum visit 
The Greater Manchester Fire Service Museum in 
Rochdale tells the story of fi refi ghting, particularly 
in the local area. Bob Weir paid a recent visit.

44 Blowing hot on cold
Back in 1967, the use of hovercraft technology was 
introduced to the ultra-heavy haulage world in 
the guise of ACE 1 and then ACE 2. They may have 
denoted their presence with a deafening noise, 
but the Air Cushion Equipment allowed the Central 
Electric Generating Board (CEGB) to ensure the 
movement of some phenomenal weights. 

52 A heavier box
Mark Gredzinski looks back at the working life of the 
Scania R112.

58 Busman’s holiday 
The quest for something unique to restore over 
the winter months led brothers Ken and Ray Walsh 
to a 1949 alloy integral underframe Beadle bus 
converted by operator Crosville into a mobile 
publicity and coach tour ticket offi  ce. 

66 A beaut of a ute
Dean Reader inspects a rare 1949 Armstrong 
Siddeley Station Coupe.

70 Workshop
Richard Lofting goes through the process of 
restoring a classic vehicle’s steering wheel.

74 HC Marketplace
The place to buy or sell anything related to classic 
commercials. 
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When Mike Ponsonby � rst made contact with Dennis Smith through the Truck 
Net forum about � ve years ago, he re-kindled a connection which he’d � rst 
formed when he was a youngster in the mid ‘80s. Once the pair realised they 
were kindred spirits, it was no surprise that Mike then went on to re-create a 
stunning replica of the type of Atkinson Borderer artic ran by Dennis’ old � rm 
of Bewick Transport. But as Bob Tuck discovers, that’s not the only Bewick 
connection that Mike has since acquired for himself.

KINDRED SPIRITS

Of course, it began as a necessity 
but – in the right hands – roping 
& sheeting was developed into 
something of an art form. � at may 

sound a bit OTT as many drivers of old might 
tell you they certainly don’t miss having to 
struggle with those cumbersome tarpaulins; 
in all sorts of weather; to drape across all sorts 
of awkward loads; to then secure with wet sti�  

rope; that had to be constantly re-tightened 
– only for the whole ensemble to be stripped 
o�  prior to unloading just a few miles down 
the road. No wonder you can see why many 
old salts still raise a glass to celebrate the 
evolution of the curtainsider bodywork (and 
ratchet strapping) in its variety of forms.

As we’ll explain shortly, Mike Ponsonby sees 
this traditional art form in an entirely di� erent 

way. As founder and driving force behind the 
head-turning operation of MA Ponsonby Ltd, 
he currently sees life at the – very – sharp end 
of things. With the name of Ponsonby, there’s 
perhaps no surprise that he has a huge amount 
of West Midlands transport DNA coursing 
through his 40-year-old veins and he has used 
that background to good avail.

Mike, however, wears two caps. He can see 

▼ Mike Ponsonby has recreated a real piece 
of transport history, right down to the classic 
roping & sheeting!
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warts and all of modern day transport while 
at the same time he also appreciates some 
of the highest of standards emanating from 
days gone by. A kindred spirit with Mike 
in both these domains – and many other 
aspects of transport life - is Dennis Smith 
who was the founder / creator of the highly 
respected Cumbria based Bewick Transport. 
Prior to passing into the ownership of the 

ATKINSON BORDERER

▲ Company founder Thomas Bewick, together with his son John, pictured with a Foden 
steam wagon before the First World War. Photo Dennis Smith collection.

Words: Bob Tuck
Photos: Bob Tuck/As stated

▲ It was roping and sheeting like this – on the little Albion Chieftain – that later caught Mike 
Ponsonby’s eye. Photo Dennis Smith collection.

Left to right – Mike’s dad Mike 
Ponsonby senior; Dennis and Anne 

Smith and Mike Ponsonby.

▲ Company founder Thomas Bewick, together with his son John, pictured with a Foden  Company founder Thomas Bewick, together with his son John, pictured with a Foden  Company founder Thomas Bewick, together with his son John, pictured with a Foden 

▲ Dennis with his fi rst Thames Trader tipper. Photo Dennis Smith collection.▲ Dennis with his fi rst Thames Trader tipper.  Dennis with his fi rst Thames Trader tipper. Photo Dennis Smith collection. Dennis with his fi rst Thames Trader tipper. Photo Dennis Smith collection.

▲ It was roping and sheeting like this – on the little Albion Chieftain – that later caught Mike  It was roping and sheeting like this – on the little Albion Chieftain – that later caught Mike  It was roping and sheeting like this – on the little Albion Chieftain – that later caught Mike 
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WRM Logistics Group in mid ‘95, Dennis’ 
fleet peaked at a 100 strong so he too has seen 
almost everything road transport life can throw 
at you.

It is fortunate for us that about five years 
ago, Dennis and Mike began communicating 
with each other through the Internet forum 
of Truck Net. And it didn’t take too long for 
the duo to realise how closely aligned some of 
their thoughts were. In time, this was to spawn 
the creation of HMF 766N which – seen in the 
early Spring sunshine – just knocks your socks 
off. As a fitting reminder of the Bewick fleet of 
the ‘70s, visions couldn’t get anything better. Or 
as Dennis puts it: “Doesn’t that just bring tears 
to your eyes,”

But of course, the Ponsonby / Smith / 
Bewick combo story is a lot more than just 
that. You betcha.

Out Of Little Acorns
Many who make their mark in road transport 
often start out as owner-drivers so no 
surprise that both Mike and Dennis share this 
similarity. However, while Mike first cut his 
operational teeth back in ’03 at the helm of a 
Renault Magnum, when Dennis took to the 
road in January 1968, it was at the wheel of 
his freshly bought 4-year-old Thames Trader 
Mark II four-wheel tipper. Dennis had saved 
up enough funds to get him going when he 
worked as a trailer mate for Brady’s of Barrow-
in-Furness. He’d been granted a ‘B’ licence 
which allowed him to operate within a 15-mile 
radius of Tebay Post Office to haul road 
building materials for John Laing who was 

building the stretch of M6 over Shap. 
When Mike put down his business roots, he 

was more than happy to trade under his own 
MA Ponsonby name as the well-known family 
has been contributing to the West Midlands 
transport needs since 1962. With Dennis 
having the more common surname of Smith, 
he instead decided to delve into his family’s 
transport roots and resurrect the Bewick name 
from his great grandfather, Thomas Bewick, 
who began in the 19th century across in North 
East England with horses – and then steam.

Neither Mike nor Dennis could rely on 
their heritage to make a go of things and both 
faced difficulties in subsequent expansion. 
Back in the mid ‘60s, every goods vehicle 
on long distance needed a hard-to-get ‘A’ 
Carriers Licence but once you’d joined such 
a club (through ownership) then at least you 
were in a closed shop. However, when Mike 
started, almost anyone could apply and get an 

Operator’s Licence so competition was rife.
The adopted home for Bewick Transport was 

to be at sites in Milnthorpe – just a few miles 
south of Dennis’ home in Kendal – while the 
South Lakes area was to produce all manner 
of traffic for the young Mr Smith. He was soon 
to sell his tipper on and ordered the purpose 
made brand new Ford D1000 four-wheel flat 
FJM 400F. Dennis recalls the step into general 
haulage was to be made after he made contact 
with Tommy Coward, a Sedbergh based 
operator who was looking to wind down prior 
to retirement. A financial agreement was made 
on the transfer of a highly important ‘A’ licence 
(a second one was to follow later) but by June 
’68, regular 10-ton loads of Libby’s finest 
produce would be a long distance traffic for 
this smartly liveried Bewick motor.

This proved to be the start of what would 
be more than 25 years of steady growth that 
saw Bewick Transport Services Ltd evolve into 

▲ Dennis moved his base out to Milnthorpe and for a short time used what was the old sugar warehouse just beside the A6 as his garage / 
operating centre. Photo Dennis Smith collection.

 Classic restoration 

  Back in the mid ‘60s, 
every goods vehicle on long 
distance needed a hard-to-
get ‘A’ Carriers Licence  

▲ An Atkinson loaded with turf from the South Lakes for bowling greens. Bewick did a lot of 
this work. They changed the livery over the years and this shows such a modification with a 
strong white band in use. Photo Dennis Smith collection.



▲ Seen about 1981 in Settle Creamery, OJM 
480L was the 3rd Borderer bought by Bewick’s. 
It had an Eaton two-speed axle and is recalled 
for its phenomenal top speed. It was relegated 
to shunting duties and normally driven by Keith 
Sykes ‘Syclone’. Photo Andrew Burton.

Ê

▼ Great shot of HMF 766N when with Crow Carrying. Photo PM Photography.
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to say they were poor performers. Instead, he 
talks up the good service that JEC 414H and 
KJM 150J were to give especially in the hands 
of drivers like Derek Chambers who gave long 
service to the company. With such an approach 
to your hardware, Dennis was giving a reliable 
long distance service not only with the Masti� s 
but also with four-wheelers like a TK Bedford 
and a second-hand Albion Chie� ain. Called 
‘� e Little Knocker,’ its four-cylinder Albion 
engine – and six speed ‘box - pottered up and 
down the main roads of England as a steady 
revenue earner.

Knights Of His Road
Dennis is the � rst to say that in his early 
years, he was to meet all manner of people 
who helped him progress his � edgling 
concern. In the domain of buying new / nearly 
new vehicles, he was to build a very close 
relationship with the late Malc Woodhouse 
(senior). In the early ‘70s, just being able to buy 
a new vehicle could be something of an ordeal 
but this Lancaster based dealer had his � nger 
on several pulses and over the years, he was 
able to make some very good deals for Dennis.

Obviously, the brand new Atkinson 

ONL 482M was to be the last Borderer 
worked at Bewick’s. With 220 

Cummins; Fuller 9509 gearbox and 
Kirkstall D85 axle it was originally operated 
by Waugh’s on Tyneside as a long term 
demonstrator. � ey apparently returned it 
to Atkinsons because it didn’t have power 
steering. Built in ’74, Dennis bought it in 
January ‘75 straight out of the Atkinson 
Service Dept. Club St. Bamber Bridge. � e 
two men he dealt with at Atkinsons were 
Mike Fairbrother the manager and Joe 
Wharfe the workshop manager who were 
both, dyed in the wool Atky men. “We put 
the unit to work in our McGuffie fleet,” 
says Dennis, “which entailed it running 
down and back to Daventry each night and 
then to west Cumbria and back during the 
day shi� . It was a very reliable motor and 
when it was � nally withdrawn from service 
we refurbished it and it occasionally pulled 
the recovery trailer while on trade plates.” 
For some reason it was never sold but 
backed into the bushes and surrounded 

Last One Standing

by scrap tyres; “Apparently when they 
were tidying up a� er the demise of WRM 
in ‘02,” says Dennis, “they � tted a set of 
batteries and it � red up and it was driven 
out a� er standing a number of years just 
deteriorating.” Good old Atky.

▲ ONL 482M being driven by Chris 
Swindlehurst at an Atkinson gathering in 1988. 
Photo PM Photography.

what would become a solid pillar of the paper-
moving world. All sorts of vehicles would be 
used by Bewick Transport but before we turn 
to the Atkinson Borderer and what Dennis 
refers to as: “� e � rst real motor we got,” let’s 
look at the approach he took to his early days 
when he adopted the highest standards of 
appearance; attitude and maintenance of his 
� edgling operation.

Dennis recalls that when he sold on that 
� rst � ames Trader tipper, he managed to get 
back the original £500 he paid for it. And this 
was to be a pattern of vehicle disposals as the 
years went by as folk would queue up to take 
an ex Bewick motor. Kept clean and smart, 
maintenance was a priority with these vehicles 
as was a sympathetic driving technique and – 
not forgetting – the best attention to how the 
loads were sheeted and roped.

When Dennis tells us his � rst two artics were 
Perkins V8 powered Leyland Masti� s (running 
at 26 and 28 tons respectively) we expect him 

ATKINSON BORDERER
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Borderer MEC 98K – bought through Scott’s 
of Penrith - was a big step up for Bewick’s and 
it was perhaps fortunate the ‘take it or leave 
it’ spec’ on their � rst Atky was to become a 
company favourite. “I’m sure it had the 9�  
10in wheelbase,” says Dennis, “the Cummins 
205 engine; Fuller RTO 610 gearbox and the 
Kirkstall BDR (bevel double reduction) drive 
axle. It seemed to come out quite high geared 
that one and I’m sure it would do 64mph.”

In total, Dennis thinks that over the years, 
Bewick must have run about 20 di� erent 
Borderers. � e spec’ varied as Cummins raised 
their engine outputs from 205 to 220 and then 
250 but Dennis reckoned this last bigger engine 

was a shade too heavy on fuel. Although again, 
he refuses to talk a vehicle down instead he 
prefers to emphasise how some were better 
than others.

Dennis didn’t get the chance to drive many 
of his Atkys as he was soon stuck behind a desk 
at the helm of a swi� ly expanding company 
that was soon sourcing tra�  c in and out of 
London and the South East. Drivers were soon 
employed at places like Daventry and it was 
as the growing long-distance Bewick � eet was 
traversing roads like the A5 through Tamworth 
and Brownhills – and the Hollies car park in 
particular - that they eventually passed into the 
eyeline of one Mike Ponsonby.

As a truck mad youngster soaking up the 
sounds and visions of the late ‘70s, Mike has 
strong memories of regular sights of the Bewick 
vehicles. “I can’t really remember their Atkys,” 
he admits, “because by the time I � rst spotted 
them, they’d be onto using Scania 112s. But it 
was the presentation of the out� ts – the way 
they were sheeted and roped down – that really 
struck a chord with me. I loved seeing those red 
and white Bewick motors.”

Time Moves On
Of course, young Ponsonby loved seeing all 
sorts of motors and no surprise that – in time – 
he’d eventually be at the helm of his own truck. 

 Classic restoration 

▲ HMF 766N in Rob Roy Transport colours. Photo Andy Row. ▲ Mike now owns the Bewick Transport Services title.

The Atkinson as Mike bought it in 
Blakeman colours. It’s hooking up to the 
semi-trailer which had just arrived from 
Lincolnshire. Photo Mike Ponsonby.

▲ HMF 766N in Rob Roy Transport colours. Photo Andy Row.
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And again no surprise, that MA Ponsonby Ltd 
would grow into a ‘small, but perfectly formed’ 
operation. Now running 10 trucks (and 15 
trailers) this Lich� eld based concern can handle 
anything up to 80 tonnes gross – anywhere in 
the UK and across into Europe – while their 
� agship Scanias look absolutely stunning.

� e 15 years that MA Ponsonby has been 
trading haven’t come easy and not surprisingly 
between work and family, Mike doesn’t have 
much spare time. However, sucked into 
reading the Truck Net forum he eventually 
joined the various threads which Dennis had 
been encouraged to write about his time with 
Bewick. And – as we said – once Mike made 
the reconnection to his favourite rope & sheet 
operator of old, the communications between 
the pair just grew.

� e next progression was of course to 
re-create a Bewick replica and while Mike 
might have liked to see a period 112 Scania in 
the old Bewick livery, he decided to turn the 
clock back to when the Cumbrian � rm was 
putting down its roots with an example of ‘their 
� rst real motor.’ As a donor, Mike was aware 
that Tamworth based Graham Blakeman’s � nely 
restored Borderer HMF 766N could become 
available. Graham had owned the vehicle 
since April ’05 and in BMS colours (Blakeman 
Motor Services) it was a distinctive sight on the 
preservation scene.

� is tractor unit was new in February 1975 to 
the large tanker based operator Crow Carrying 
Co Ltd. It had been around the preservation 
scene for quite a few years as Mike has traced a 
shot of in the Manchester based colours of Rob 
Roy Transport. It was generally kept in good 
order by its previous owners while to put it back 
into the Bewick colours, Mike entrusted the 
Atky to Jason Flanaghan at the Cheadle based 
concern of Prestcom: “Jason had to fettle the 
doors a bit and the grill alone had 40 man hours 
to get into the standard it’s in now as it fell to 
pieces when removed. Generally, the woodwork 
was in good order, but the biggest issue was 
removing a bitumen based paint that was on the 
chassis. Jason is a perfectionist and the truck 

was not leaving his shop until it was perfect.” 
� e � nishing touch of sign writing was down to 
the talents of the ‘fantastic’ Steve Evans.

Mike worked closely with Dennis to get 
the period paint job / sign writing as close 
to possible to the original. And the ‘Bewick 
vehicle of old’ chosen to model the re-creation 
from was RJM 664M. “I bought this one new 
in Sept / Oct 1973 from my pal the late Malc 
Woodhouse Snr,” says Dennis. “At the time, we 
had an increase in tra�  c out of Bowater Scott’s 
Mill in Barrow to their West � urrock RDC. 
� e country was going through a bad phase of 
in� ation and equipment was extremely hard to 
come by. Malc rang me to say he had the chance 
to snap up an ex stock Borderer from Cicely 
Commercials in Blackburn (prior to them 
becoming Mercedes dealers). � e downside was 
that instead of a discount, I had to pay a £250 
premium on the price.”

� is Atky actually shares the same spec’ 
as the ex Crow Carrying donor one being 
Cummins 220; David Brown six-speed box and 
Seddon Group axle. A� er RJM was painted 
and lettered, it went straight onto double shi�  - 
running to Daventry and back during the night 
and then working local / medium days at home. 
Dennis recalls problems with both the gearbox 
and back axle although con� rms it never failed 

on the road before it was sold (for decent money 
of course) about two years later.

Time Warp Unveiled
Mike was to buy the period 33�  York 
tandem axle semi-trailer from Andy Eldin 
in Lincolnshire in October ‘16: “� at was in 
perfect order,” says Mike, “as all it needed was 
painting.” Regular readers may recognise this 
particular semi as we featured it with Andy’s 
ERF 64GXB in HC December ’12 issue while 
prior to that, it was owned by Len Janes (HC 
October ‘10). To get the look just right, Mike 
went to Tony Beals in Scotland for the ‘Bewick’ 
sheets and created a dummy load in the style the 
company of old could well have carried.

Like all preservationists who re-use an old 
company’s livery, Mike was conscious about 
getting permission from whoever owned the 
Bewick Transport name. Dennis had sold 
the company in ’95 to WRM Logistics who 
then dropped the Bewick title in favour of 
referring to their Kendal based operation as 
WRM Paperlink. � at company operated until 
December ’02 when it ceased trading.

Dennis was aware of this mis-fortune to his 
old business but decided to search Companies 
House to see what had actually happened to the 
Bewick name. It came as quite a surprise that 
the name and title was sitting dormant on the 
shelf waiting to be purchased. So, no surprise 
that when he appraised Mike about this, our 
Litch� eld based man quickly paid the relevant 
dues to become the new o�  cial owner of 
Bewick Transport Services Ltd. Great stu� .

� e � rst big asset of the freshly launched BTS 
company was of course the freshly restored 
HMF 766N. And while there was no bright 
ribbon to drive through, on Saturday 14th April 
’18, Mike invited a select few to gather together 
at his premises in Litch� eld to see the Atkinson 
Borderer in all its glory. � is saw Dennis and his 
wife Anne drive south from Kendal while Mike’s 
father – Mike Senior – joined yours truly to help 

▲ The only concrete reminder of its fi rst 
service on fuel haulage with Crow Carrying 
is this sign in the back of the cab.

▲ The interior of the Atkinson. ►

  again no surprise, that MA 
Ponsonby Ltd would grow 
into a ‘small, but perfectly 
formed’ operation.  

ATKINSON BORDERER
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record this very special day.
Even the weather played ball and seeing – and 

hearing - that Borderer drive towards us made 
the hairs on your neck just tingle. While Dennis 
had been updated with a photographic progress 
of the restoration, it was the � rst time he’d seen 
the fully complete combination and naturally 
the emotional juices were certainly � owing.

He took no persuading to climb into the 
Atky cab and while it was probably more than 
40 years since he’d last been at the helm of 
a Borderer, he couldn’t resist the shortest of 
drives. Of course, yours truly also had a similar 
stint on the private roads surrounding the 
Ponsonby base and the motor just felt great. It 

 Classic restoration 

looked good; the Cummins engine sounded 
fantastic but due record should be made to the 
creaking sound of the cab doors as they opened 
and closed. You can always tell how good a 
restoration has been done by creating such a 
movement and this motor passed with � ying 
colours.

� is new out� t is great to see but its stunning 
presentation is perhaps no surprise. As both 
Mike and Dennis discovered themselves as 
kindred spirits, the high standard of turn-out 
of a Bewick motor in 2018 just had to match 
the ones from 1974. � e Bewick company 
owners (from those two di� erent eras) agree on  
nothing less. v

▲ The 33ft York tandem axle semi trailer really completes the picture. The 33ft York tandem axle semi trailer really completes the picture. ▲ Dennis adjusting the ropes around the 
back of the load to make them tighter. You’ll 
have to ask him why this arrangement is 
called ‘Scotchman.’

 Specifi cation
Make / Model: Atkinson Borderer
 T3446C
Chassis No: 29167
Year: 1st registered 1.2.75
Registration: HMF 766N
Engine: Cummins NH12 220bhp 
Gearbox: David Brown 6-speed
Gross
combination
weight: 32 tons   
Top speed: 60mph
Fuel returns: 10mpg – estimated
Semi-trailer: York tandem axle 33� Out on the road!

12  Heritagecommercials.com
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 SEND YOUR STORIES TO STEPHEN PULLEN   hc.ed@kelsey.co.uk                                  
Heritage Commercials, Kelsey Media, Cudham Tithe Barn,  Berrys Hill, Cudham Kent

It was a bumper weekend for classic commercials at Morris Leslie Classic Auctions, writes 
Bob Weir. Held on Saturday April 28th, the sale attracted a large and knowledgeable 
crowd. 

Pick of the commercials was a 1955 Albion Claymore FT27AL.  Chassis number 71772B is 
well-known on the show scene and has been owned by the same enthusiast for 25 years. � e 
diesel lorry entered the auction with an estimate of £10,000-£12,000 and sold for £12,296.

Other standouts included a 1975 Atkinson Black Knight that failed to sell, and an 
ex-Cadzow 1974 ERF LAG160 that found a buyer at £4,240.

You might have known my Dad, 
Jimmy Waddell, as he always used 
to talk about his ‘pals’ on the road. 

Some he kept in touch with a� er he retired 
from Tesco at Livingston - about three 
years ago when he was 76 - but he’ll never 
forgot all the others he waved a hand to 
as they passed by as he loved what was 
almost 60 years he spent on the road.

He passed away in hospital on 28th 
May ’18 when aged 79 although I can still 
see him doing a crossword just before his 
passing so in the end, things seemed to 
be a bit sudden. Mum and Dad had been 
married for 55 years.

My Dad’s driving career started a� er he 
le�  school and took a job with the Co-op 
driving the grocery van around rural areas 
near East Calder and Kirknewton. A� er 
doing his National Service in Germany he 
went on to drive for Tuckers of East Calder 

for the next 10 years. � is was the start of his 
long distance driving and he loved “going 
down the road.” Staying in digs and meeting 
other drivers was all part of the fun. His load 
could be anything however - rags, paper, 
� our and whisky were common ones.

In the late 1960s he took a job at Golden 
Wonder in Broxburn and I was born not long 
a� erwards. As a youngster, I can remember 
going with him on Saturday mornings down 
to Scotch Corner to swap trailers. I sat on 
a blanket on the engine and my job was 
to change the half gear and I felt terribly 
important. Dad got one of the new drawbar 
out� ts that Golden Wonder ordered in 
the early seventies. It seemed huge and a 
lot of the drivers were not keen on them. I 
remember him driving past a row of cones on 
the motorway and saying to me “watch this” 
then he � icked every second cone over with 
the drawbar trailer.

A� er 17 years at Golden Wonder he 
went to Safeway for a few years and then 
to his � nal job at Tesco. Never keen to 
stay “around the doors” he always tried 
to get the longest run possible whatever 
the weather. When a heart attack in 
Campbeltown (one of his favourite runs) 
kept him from driving for six months he 
worked making maps to help new drivers 
� nd Tesco stores and loading bays. He 
“retired” aged 65 and was back at Tesco the 
next week as an agency driver for another 
11 years. 

My Dad had a good life. He had lots 
of other interests with his ideal day 
being spent on his push-bike riding o�  
somewhere so he could photograph lorries. 
He leaves myself, my Mum Dynah, many 
friends and a huge collection of lorry 
photos. For Dad, the journey was the 
destination.  

▲ Jimmy Waddell
▲ Jimmy drove this Albion Reiver early on in 
his life for Tucker’s.

MY DAD - JIMMY WADDELL 
Ignition

1938 – 2018

▲ The AEC drawbar outfi t Jimmy drove for 
Golden Wonder. 

▲ This 1955 Albion Claymore FT27AL has been 
owned by the same enthusiast for 25 years. It 
sold for £12,296. ▲ The 1975 Atkinson Black Knight failed to sell.

▲ The ex-Cadzow 1974 ERF LAG160 sold for 
£4,240.

Morris Leslie 
Classic 
Auction

Lynnette Waddell recalls the life and times of her father 
Jimmy who was on the road for almost 60 years.

the drawbar trailer.
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owners. A similar fate befell a TM tractor 
unit, even the delightful sound of the two-
stroke diesel and a new cab failed to make a 
big enough impression.

� ree vehicles from the same vendor 
stood side by side, all having been 
imported (or re-imported) from Australia 
and all in restored condition - the vendor 
now downsizing. First up was a 1926 
Bean � atbed on pneumatic tyres and with 
electric lighting, the cab with windscreen 
but open sided. From a £10,000 start it 
sold for £13,000. Although built within 
a year or two of the Bean, the US built 
Ruggles was even rarer and much less 
sophisticated. Although having tread to 
the tyres these were solid examples, at the 
rear two tyres sat on a single wide rim, and 
the cab had neither windscreen nor doors. 
Despite its potential as a rally exhibit the 
Ruggles didn’t generate the interest that 
the Bean did, perhaps it was the fact that 
it’s an almost unknown in the UK and 
went unsold. Moving on twenty years, the 
Studebaker � atbed had the bene� t of right-
hand drive (as did the previous two) and 
would be much more driveable in modern 
conditions. From a £4,000 start it soon sold 
at £5,600. 

In the early 1960s British Rail ordered 
six S21 ballast tractors from Foden and 
these were mainly used to transport 
steel sections from rail goods yards to 
local factories. To see one from that last 
batch up for sale would be something, 
but two being o� ered within � ve weeks 
is remarkable. � e example on o� er 
had been extensively restored to a high 
standard and � nished in correct British 
Rail colours and livery, its history 
together with a photograph of it at work 
related on display on the windscreen. 
From a £10,000 start bids rose slowly 
to the selling price of £16,000, within 
£1,500 of the price Roy Morgan’s equally 
splendid example made in April.

A nicely restored Dennis Dominator 
with high sided tipper body was another 
fairly rare item and unfortunately one 
that just failed to get to the asking price. 

So, some hits and some misses on 
this � rst collective vintage and classic 
commercial vehicle sale, I can’t wait to see 
what next year brings.

Prices quoted are hammer prices, a 
very modest buyer’s premium of 5% plus 
VAT needs to be added to get the � nal 
prices.     

NEW ANNUAL SALE BY H J PUGH & CO

▲ The Dennis Dominator tipper was rally 
ready.

▲ The Ruggles and Bean had both been 
brought to the UK from Australia. ▲ The Studebaker sold for £5600.

▲ The Foden ballast tractor was one of six built for British Rail. ▲ This Bedford TL tractor unit with Scammell coupling made £3400.

Down in London a couple of 
events took place on Saturday 
May 19th, but for dedicated 

followers of auctions Hazle Meadows, 
Ledbury was the place to be.

H J Pugh & Co have traditionally 
held an auction sale on the Saturday 
a� er the Malvern Garden Show to sell 
o�  surplus exhibits from the event and 
so had a claim on the date. � is year it 
was decided to add commercial vehicles, 
tractors and plant to the items on sale 
and such were the number of lots that 
three sale rings operated simultaneously. 
Not a great number of commercials but 
an interesting mix and as this was billed 
as the � rst annual sale no doubt entries 
will improve in future years.  

First to go under the hammer was a 
Bedford TL tractor unit with Scammell 
coupling, with some � aking paint and 
minor rust patches a repaint would 
transform the Bedford. From an opening 
bid of £1,000 it was quickly sold at 
£3,400. 

Two examples of the once ubiquitous 
TK followed, a � atbed in reasonable 
condition and a smart dropside with 
third trailing axle both failed to � nd new 

Report by Tim Bolton

▲ The Foden ballast tractor was one of six built for British Rail. ▲▲▲ The Foden ballast tractor was one of six built for British Rail.
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I read with great interest Richard 
Pullen’s fascinating article on 

‘Keeping the Military Moving’ 
in May’s edition of Heritage 
Commercials. � e Essex Fire 
Museum is currently undertaking 
a research project, the intention 
of which is to identify all Essex 
� re brigades’ motor � re appliances 
from 1900 to 1941 - the year that 
local brigades were replaced by the 
National Fire Service (NFS). We have 
established that the Rayleigh Fire 
Brigade had a very unusual six-wheel 
� ornycro�  pump. � is machine – 
EV 2986 - was registered in Essex on 
18th July 1931. It would appear that 
it might well have been one of the 25 
� ornycro�  vehicles that were built 
for the military in 1924, as described 
in the article. 

It is probable that this machine, 
when ‘demobbed’, found its way to 
leafy Essex to end its days putting out 
� res and transporting newly-weds 
partway on their honeymoon, as 
can be seen if one types in Rayleigh 
Fire Brigade into You Tube. It would 
seem that this machine lost four 
rear wheels. � is is not surprising as 
the need for twin rear wheels in � re 
brigade roles was not as great as that 
for the military. Also, local councils 

 STEPHEN PULLEN 
stephen.pullen@kelseymedia.co.uk
Heritage Commercials, 
Kelsey Media, Cudham Tithe Barn,  Berrys Hill, Cudham KentYour say

GEARBOX THOUGHTS
I enjoyed your piece on crash boxes 

and double-declutching in the 
June 2018 issue. My only cavil is the 
suggestion that double-declutching was 
a high art. It may be now, but forty-
� � y years ago, every driver could do 
it, because we had to. Mind you, I did 
get enjoyment from it, and I agree that 
a gearshi�  could be sweet. And I can 
actually remember a particular day 
going south through central Wales, and 
shi� ing all the way down to second 
in the nine-speed Fuller I was using 
in my LV ERF when approaching a 
T-junction, just for the joy of doing 
it.  � at was a run we used to do from 
Porthmadog down through central 
Wales to South Wales to pick up coke 
in a 30�  tipping trailer. � e return trip 
through Dinas Mawddwy involved 
a long climb that ended in a one-in-
� ve turn to the le� , which needed the 
rarely-used crawler. I used to worry all 

the way up the hill that I might miss the 
gear!

One of the most enjoyable trucks I 
ever had was a 2800 Daf with a 13-speed 
Eaton. I had one for a year doing 
Middle East, and then again for a year 
at Cadwallader. Clutchless shi� s were a 
breeze!

Drivers might have been able to 
double declutch, but a surprising number 
of truck journalists were hopeless at it - 
some of them quite famous! I remember 
going to an MAN launch when they still 
o� ered a choice between a 16-speed ZF 
(heavy synchro box) and light 13-speed 
Eaton-Fuller. � ey asked me which I 
preferred and, of course, I said the Eaton, 
but I was the only one of the journalist 
group who did. In any case, it soon got 
dropped from the option list as drivers 
became steadily deskilled.

� e deskilling of drivers is whole 
other topic. Back in about 2001 

I read with great interest Richard 

Your say

THORNYCROFT FIRE APPLIANCE

leafy Essex to end its days putting out 

(approx) I wrote an opinion piece in 
Motor Transport in which I said that 
increasing automation in transmissions 
would make drivers less engaged with 
their trucks, and would also make the 
job less interesting (and, of course, 
satnav and mobile phones have more-
or-less killed it, in my opinion!). I 
got some stick from my friend Ian 
Norwell at Merc since I had just tested 
a semi-auto Actros. But another old 
friend, Phil Spittle - once my transport 
manager at Caddy’s, but later a big 
cheese at Stobart - said that he was 
amazed at how much worse drivers 
were now than they were back then, 
so maybe I was right, And I have long 
thought that the reason US car drivers 
are generally so poor is because they 
all drive automatics, and thus are less 
engaged with their vehicles.

George Bennett, 
Founding editor of Truck & Driver 
magazine, Now resident in USA,
Via email.

were very conscious of saving ratepayers’ 
money, if they could reduce the need 
to replace expensive tyres they would 
readily have done so.

I have attached our image of the 

� ornycro�  which I hope you � nd 
interesting.

Mick Ford, Essex Fire Museum, 
Grays Fire Station, Via email.
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GATHERING OF THE CLANS

I would like to make comments on the article ‘Mini Gearbox 
Swop’. If you are swopping a gearbox on a Mini it is 

essential to check the clearance on the idler gear by � tting 
the clutch housing to the gearbox. � is should be done with 
a new gasket and then assembled with another new gasket 

when doing � nal assembly. Also, there is no need to remove 
the bell housing to � t a primary gear oil seal as this can be 
done in situ. My � nal comment is I do not share your love 
of silicone sealer as if it squeezes into the oil pick up hole 
disaster is not far away.

 
Godfrey Bellwood
Northallerton.

MINI GEARBOX 

▲ Amongst the various vehicles 
W H Malcolm displayed was this 
Thames Trader. I drove a fl at 
lorry at the S.C.W.S just like this, 
makes me feel old to see it. (Wait 
a minute, I am old!)

▲ Moss Bay Transit visited 
from Workington. Observe the 
appropriate load on the back!

▲ Alan Reid brought this Leyland 
along from Maybole, Bill Reid, 
organiser of the Ayrshire Road 
Run, came along riding shotgun. 
Considering it’s age this lorry is in 
very good condition and a credit 
to its owner.

▲ Tongue in Cheek Toyota 
‘Roadtrain’ from nearby 
Elvanfoot, Lanarkshire. Eat 
your heart out, Eddie Stobart! 

▲ An Albion and an Atkinson from the well-known preserved fl eet of Scottish Haulage company, Tennant of Forth.

▲ McPherson Engineering displayed this piece 
of American metal at the show. I think it’s an 
International, anyone know anything about it?

The Solway Vehicle Enthusiasts Club’s 2018 
‘Gathering of the Clan’s’ event was held 

on Sunday 22nd April at the Lockerbie Truck 
Stop, Dumfriesshire.

� is free event goes from strength to 
strength and attracts a very large crowd 
who have a large choice of modern trucks & 
vintage lorries, not to mention vintage cars 
& stationary engines to look at. Add a Truck 
Stop with excellent food, throw in a Pipe 
band and, in Scotland, you’ve got it made!  

� is is a ‘turn up and display your vehicle’ 
event so if you want to display your pride and 
joy, look out for the date of next year’s event, 
I’m sure you’ll be welcome.  

� e organisers are to be congratulated 
on their ability to hold an event like this 
while the Truck Stop goes on with its regular 
business, no mean feat.

� e event raises funds for many worthy 
causes in Dumfriesshire, well done to the S.V.E. 
Club!

Alex Saville, Via email

▲ Young Mike Ponsonby’s well known fl eet 
of Scania’s now have a rival in their midst! 
Mike has painted this Atkinson in the livery 
of Dennis Smith’s Bewick fl eet as a tribute to 
Dennis and the company. In its day Bewick 
Transport’s well turned out vehicles turned 
heads everywhere they went, just like 
Mike’s do today.
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Your say

In January’s issue of Heritage 
Commercials I was particularly 

interested in the article on the Proctor. I 
started my apprenticeship at a Seddon and 
Bedford agent in Leicester, and we had a 
customer called S Silk Transport of Kirby 
Muxlow. � ey operated Proctors, and 
we were involved in the servicing as a lot 
of the running gear was the same as the 
Seddons. 

I remember we had a Proctor come 
in on the Friday night loaded, and we 
had to � t a reconditioned Perkins engine 
and have it up and running for Monday 
morning – which we did. 

A lot of the tra�  c for Silks in the 1950s 

 STEPHEN PULLEN  stephen.pullen@kelseymedia.co.uk    Heritage Commercials, Kelsey Media, Cudham Tithe Barn,  Berrys Hill, Cudham Kent

GO STRAIGHT TO THE TOP!
I am an avid reader of your great 

magazine, and I wait with baited breath 
each month to read it. � e Leyland 
Redline brochure in the April 2018 issue 
really struck a note with me. Between 
1969 and 1976 I worked for Brittain 
Group � rstly as an apprentice and latterly 
as a salesman. � e FG was the best seller, 
and every dairy and bakery had them 
in their � eet. We had a dealer network 

around Ireland as well as retail sales. 
A funny story. A dealer named Dick Grace 

from Tipperary was one of our dealers. At 
times there were problems with spares due 
to strikes in the UK. A customer of Dick’s 
had an EA van with a broken windscreen, 
and due to supply problems we had not got 
a replacement in stock. Due to a strike in the 
UK we could not get one from there either. 
So, Dick rang Lord Stokes, who was head of 

Leyland at the time. Lord Stokes arranged 
for one to be taken o�  the production line 
and sent to Dick. Dick always said to go 
straight to the top to get satisfaction! He 
was right!

I have a Leyland, but it is a bus, and it 
has Terrier running gear. I am currently 
in the process of restoring it.

Philip Fyfe
Co Cavan,
Ireland.

and 60s was building by-products from the 
coalmines in the Leicestershire area such as 
drainpipes and earthenware. 

Silks were originally coal merchants and 
operated a selection of trucks over the years – 
Proctor, Guy, Vulcan, AEC, ERF, and Bedford 
TK and TL. � e later ERFs were artics. 

Proctors were a bit thin on the roads 
around the Leicester area and there was only 
one more operator I can remember and that 
was Jackson Transport of Wigston, who was 
a contractor to En-Tor-Cas, sports ground 
contractors. Hamblins were the local dealers.

Colin Chesterman
Groby, Leicester

▲ A selection of 4- and 8-wheel Guy                 
and ERF. ▲ ERF on the M1 bridge. ▲ Atkinson eight-wheeler.

Line-up in the early days – 
Proctor, Dennis and Vulcan.

▲ AEC Marshal.

▲ Albion, Dodge Perkins, ERF.

▲ Three ERFs.

TRANSPORTTRANSPORT
S SILK
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PRICE GUARANTEE - YOU WILL NOT FIND THESE NUMBERS CHEAPER ELSEWHERE OR WE WILL REFUND THE DIFFERENCE!
HYE 28
9 HYE

F85 HYJ

`
IIL 18

JA 3638
TJA 883R
TJA 884R
TJA 881R
JAB 81N
JAC 680V
A864 JAC
JAC 264N
JAC 946V
JAC 687V
JAC 58N
44 JAC

JAD 35V
J777 JAE
TJA 994R
L200 JAH
JAP 17N

JAP 5
X111 JAP
JAR 450N
JAR 35Y
JAR 60N
JAR 50N
JAR 120N
NJA 50N
GJA 50N
JAS 796
J45 ONB
JAS 278

JAS 500N
JAT 140T
JAT 117T
CH15 JAT
JAV 51W
LOJ 4X

JAY 365L
JAY 51N
A199 JAY
A364 JAY
JAY 833N
S26 JAY
S6 JBM

JBX 472N
JCC 152N
JCR 999P
K14 JCR
13 JDD

JDK 228N
JDM 886
Y6 JDT
JDY 200

WA14 JED
J33 EPS
T27 JEF
JEF 55X
JEL 50N
JEL 55S
JEM 41

JE11 NER
J3 NSU
JEP 35H
R777 JEP
JES 53P
JES 1W
RJE 5S

JEY 749Y
JEY 522F
JEY 516F
A1 JFN
5 JGB
JGL 19

I

J

JOG 3R
JOI 8

JOK 765N
JON 49E
JON 53N
JOH 17P

C994 JON
JON 1K
M7 JON
JON 1J
JOS 11L

JOY 376N
JPB 448C
E35 JPD
841 JPX
JR 8891
S50 JRC
Y3 JRE

T709 JRL
532 JRR
JRS 971

JSA 228G
N666 JSD

73 KBP
87 KBP
KBS 5

KCH 74N
B16 KCH
KCL 197
KDG 89
KDG 977
K18 KDJ

69 KE
B19 KEA
KEA 524
K22 KEF

KE15 HAA
KE15 HAS
A445 KEL
KEN 14P
K3 NOC
KEN 5S
KEN 33P

HE15 KEN
2642 KF
8171 KF

LOU 158P
LOU 15N
B10 UTH
LOU 153P
LOU 159P
V21 OUD
59 LOV
LOV 3P
12 LOW
LRS 72
LSA 425
M2 LSB
LSD 578
LSD 823
LSG 48N
LSG 267N
LSP 93

LUC 180X
LUE 5P
LUE 7V

LUG 70P
P30 LUN
LUR 4L
LVA 11

R611 LVE
R618 LVE
LVG 667B

62 LW
LYB 11E
LYC 3E
LYL 3N
LYN 3R
LYN 78P
LYN 814X
LYN 87X
E282 LYN
LYN 223Y

M 63
MAB 682D
MAB 837T
790 MAB

MAB 813Y
M19 BSY

MA13 OOF
MAC 16P
MAC 346V
MAC 15S
M24 CKS
NMA 963T
NMA 660T
MAH 41P
MAH 33D
MAH 41E

C701 MAK
S555 MAK
MAL 338W
MAL 119W
MAL 261W
MAL 357P
V23 MAM
MRR 10W
MAR 63P
MAR 63L
MAR 647E
MAR 771V
MRR 19W
MAR 437V
M425 HAL
MRV 1N
MAR 99K

MAR 100N
MAS 537
MAS 6Y

LFM 454N
MA54 LAH
MAT 235S

M

JSK 204
K10 JSM
A129 JSO
JSR 640
JSV 315
X54 JSX
552 JTA
326 JTB
469 JTO
JUD 68S
JUF 648
JUG 35H
JUK 5W
JUL 16N
JUL 104N

KFC 47
KFM 73

KFV 406S
KFX 538F
111 KGE
58 KGG
KGL 83

B431 KGY
K1 DUM

XK15 SSX
AK15 SED
KK15 SER
KJ 1673
1111 KJ

KJG 898P

KYM 774X

LAB 37T
N914 LAG
N910 LAG
LAL 14W
LAM 88B
LAM 85P
S52 LAN

3 LAT
BUY 14W
LAW 59W
OK15 LAY

LAZ 8
LBF 57
31 LBF

LBK 513
17 LC

LCL 529A
LCL 628A
LDD 87

L

LEA 812E
LEE 5N
LEE 366

AA10 LEE
LEG 6P

LEG 785W
LEG 37T
YEL 499S
LEN 941H
LEN 297P
LEN 181P
LEN 1K

LE05 EXY
M29 LEO

CHOOSE YOUR
INITIALS!!

Prefix Plates
1. First pick letters with

A-E, G, H, J-Y
2. Numbers 1-20 (higher

numbers subject to availability)
3. Add your 3 letters (not I, Q or Z)

example

example

Current Style Plates
1. First pick 2 letters (not I, Q or Z)
2. Choose from 51, 02, 52, 03, 53

04, 54, 05, 55, 06, 56, 07, etc
3. Add 3 letters (not I or Q)

SPRING CLEAROUT
ALL NUMBERS ARE PLUS 20% VAT + £80 TRANSFER FEE

B431 KGY
F486 HWJ
F839 KRM

EFX 369C
FAO 161N
GVG 618K

J973 CRM
LVG 664B

HAH 379T
J767 DCD

APY 236A
AUJ 654A
CHN 437B

HNB 155D
MFX 514W

CTC 569M
FMW 114J

A137 JSO
A988 WET
ANV 201A
BHW 517A
BPR 681A

KBL 29N
KLJ 320N
LCL 529A
MNH 110K

R618 LVE
T132 MAU
T709 JRL

X358 CDA
X812 MTS
Y623 WFC

OMY 452P
PAO 234P
TSO 370R

NEJ 65R
P598 DUD
PKH 130P
T246 JAL
TGW 105L

M21 GAN

TS18 SON

NUMBERS WANTED FOR CASH

ALL £75

ALL £150

ALL £50

ALL £195

VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR MILLIONS MORE NUMBERS ONLINE WITH MARKED PRICES

TEL: 0116 235 0116
Gynsill Close, Anstey, Leicester LE7 7AN

53 AA
487 AAA
592 AAE
H15 AAJ

EE15 AAN
AAN 2G
AAW 333

ABB 364M
S333 ABC
S777 ABC

ABF 10
ABH 472C
B741 ABH
AB18 GAL
A836 GAL
A879 GAL
A880 GAL
A858 GAL
804 ABK
24 BLE

AB07 TTS
AB07 TTT
ABO 77T

M100 ABS
G570 ABU
477 ABU

ABW 308C
8169 AC

ACC 894A
ACC 967A

98 ACJ
ACP 5Y
ACR 76V

AE15 HAH
AE15 HAS
AEW 994A
AGU 35T

AGW 146N
AGW 59N

129 AH
10 AHD
AHK 1N
754 AHR
S141 AJL
AJM 481A
AJN 555K
667 AJO
AJZ 16
66 AKT
HAL 4N
414 N

444 LAN
RAL 41N
JOA 14N
444 LAN
P28 ALE

AL18 OYD
ALK 115S
DAL 107T
A11 COT

ALM 274B
463 ALT
R29 ALY
PAM 11D
465 AMJ
AMJ 40L

AMJ 378F
AML 210H
X14 MYX

AP07 NDY
XO09 ANG
AB11 ANG
AN15 EED
ANN 797H
ANN 783H
ANN 934H
ANN 112H
ANP 265A
4784 NT

ANT 153A
ANT 177A
ANV 199A
A417 WAR
M80 ANY
EL15 AOK
AOR 21V
6989 AP
APA 13Y
APE 99T
APP 520J
APP 13S
N20 APS
C1 APX

APY 236A
APY 235A
ARA 95A

ARA 814N
ARA 83A
ARA 122A
ARB 590A
ARC 116R
ARF 80Y

AR15 ONS
AR15 TOV
ARV 523
K18 ASW
741 ATD
ATF 257

AUD 135V
AUD 151V
AUD 145V
F14 AUD
AUD 16J
AUJ 654A
AUJ 677A
AVG 516D
AVG 358S
788 AWA

K600 AWA
AWF 732
AWG 400
720 AWN
P8 AWP
51 AX

AXI 409
83 AXT

AXZ 7476

B1 AAM
G84 CON
BAD 357T
BAD 57T

MG15 BAD
BAG 935S
BAG 909S

K8 ANK
BAR 121K
BAR 121N
BAR 77N
BAR 71N
BAR 123T
BAR 120N
B45 HYK

BBA 570N
B13 SSU
B4 SET

BAS 938
EBA 570N
BAS 11L
BBA 53Y
YBA 73S

8 ATY
8 ATY

LY61 BAV
L22 BAX
J84 YLY
BAY 11Y

A

B

BBC 929B
200 BBD
BBK 69
4444 BC
8888 BC
74 BCE
555 BCJ
82 BCJ
296 BCJ
BDK 85
49 BDL
3333 BE
B6 ATY

F83 RRY
B3 REL

E78 ERY
BER 768V
TBE 57T
EDB 35T
BET 228

8 ETS
2 BET

100 BEV
RJ07 BEX
BF 4210
569 BFM
BGW 19T
9301 BH
BHA 77T
BHO 74R

BHW 526A
BHW 517A
BHW 529A
BIG 8115
BIG 8411
B16 GER
BIG 655
BIG 59

B16 TUM
P81 LLS
BIG 8115
BIL 871
BIL 985
BIL 140
81 MBO

A81 RKE
B12 DEE
B15 CHO
ARB 150N
B55 HOP
T100 BJD
913 BKE
BKN 2T

BKU 460B
KBL 41N
E81 AKE
B115 ETT
BLM 835
BLO 77S
544 BLO
B7 UEY

B13 BMF
T900 BMW
Y840 ONY
VJ52 BMW
KR15 BMW
BNE 15H
BNG 23
830 BNG
BNR 8Y

BOB 805S
562 BOB

BO13 BYO
A10 BOC
UCA 580D
BOD 56Y
M6 BOD
BOL 77S
B60 OTH

BOO 856X
BOO 853X
D8 OOS

SHT 805S
CAB 805S
BOB 805S
MFC 805S
POW 805S
FAB 805S
PEE 805S
REE 805S
ROT 80S
ROT 80S
TAN 805S
SBO 55Y
SHE 80S
TBO 5S

VET 805S
BO55 ERE
BO15 SSS
BOU 108H
BOU 107H
BOW 36N
D80 WES
WWW 80X
WAC 180X
LON 680X
FUM 80Y
EB10 YCE
BOY 1P
5018 BP
7334 BP
8713 BP
3722 BP
BRA 17T
BRA 7T
BRA 77T
BRA 991T
BRA 550K

6 BRC
BRE 770T
BRE 771Y
BRE 11T

BRE 223Y
BRE 35Y
BRE 78Y
BRE 70T

BR18 NEY
FBR 199S
BR18 ANJ
ABR 199S
BBR 166S
GBR 150N
EBR 199S
BR18 AAN
BRK 99Y
996 BRL
11 BRS
BRU 3L

B168 RYN
CBR 750N
BRY 417T
N6 BRY
BTM 92L
368 BTP
321 BTT
BTW 756
31 BTW

S600 BUC
BU65 YOK
CH52 BUG
J638 UND
A18 UNK
K13 URN
TBU 12R
BUR 61S
SBU 12R
B1 JST
PBU 7S

HBU 770N

ABU 7T
CBU 7T

JBU 770N
EBU 7T
BBU 7T

BVG 306E
BVP 190
BVP 629
63 BVT

563 BWD
BYE 51T

5 BYL
XG18 BYS

C 178
CAB 574R
CAB 50N

HU11 CAB
CAB 135H
CAB 805S
CAC 53Y
CAD 50N
CAE 110S
CAL 110W
C411 LOW
BCA 10W
C4 LEL

XCA 10W
WCA 10W
CCA 118W
CCA 116W
CA10 HAN
LE51 CAM

C4 NES
BCA 120L
CAR 185T
C4 REN

CAR 70N
DCA 120L
PCA 123Y
CAR 104T
CAR 14A

CAR 105K
CAR 6N
V8 OAR
CAR 18F

C412 ONS
B555 CAR
VA11 CAR
AA17 CAR
CAR 15N
CAS 11W
CAS 633A
RCA 53Y
CAS 638A
353 CBK
542 CBK
952 CBK
567 CBM
CBW 32V

CCA 665M
CCA 749M
DD11 CCC
536 CCE
401 CCE

CL02 CCL
7996 CD

X358 CDA
299 CDL

CDM 804M
CEA 30Y
CEL 65

E16 CEW
208 CFC

C974 CFG
CG 4844
RCH 45M
RCH 44M
CHA 210T
RCH 41M
RCH 34M
RCH 33M
CHN 430B
C11 OKA
CHO 74L
CHU 88Y
CHZ 140
CIL 7601
CIL 6575
C12 RON
X5 CJJ

545 CJO
CKE 188
CKT 26
2222 CL
TCL 41R
RCL 41R
WCL 45S
C112 VES
T18 CLP
CLU 88S
6666 CM
577 CME
A19 CMJ
COA 77S
COA 57S
V8 COB
G6 COD
COE 693

COL 173R
F13 COM
CON 4V

CON 311V
333 COP
COR 64N
COR 541R
COS 777A
COV 311S
976 COX

COX 576V
COX 792C
COX 31V
CPA 107T

CPE 76
CRA 138L
CRA 16L
CRC 673
CRE 3T
CRE 45T
CRE 4T

CRE 59Y
CR15 PCO
CR17 TAL
CR15 POS
C939 CRU
CSJ 215
CST 89A
CST 91A
CSW 44D
CTC 569M
M5 CTH

C166 VES
CV 9731

CVG 699F
17 CVJ
50 CX

CXZ 4808
CY 5241
CYB 46

CYN 119C
CYN 700

222 DA
7 DAD

M99 DAF
DAH 21T

DA18 SYS

C

D

DA15 YYZ
DA18 SYY
DA15 YOK

DAL 3A
A99 DAL
DAM 8

E897 DAN
OAN 16L
E290 DAN
E859 DAN
DC53 DAN
M25 DAN
D24 NDN
DAR 12T
DAR 7S

D421 ENE
DAV 135N
DAV 3N
DAV 15F
DAW 17T
DAW 54T
G19 DAW
720 AWN
G18 DAW
P80 DAW
529 DAY
DAY 103

DBC 766T
DBJ 49

477 DBM
DBR 23S
J317 DCD
D11 DCK
DCK 94B
DCK 241B
DCM 94Y
7479 DD
2522 DD
8553 DD
DDE 99P
DDE 98P
DDE 96P
DEB 24A
DEB 19S
DEB 501V
DE18 BYX
DEE 41L
DEE 585L
DEE 3L

DE10 NGY
DEL 661T
DEL 128Y
M9 DEL

DEM 953Y
F7 DEN
X7 DEN
G6 DEP
DES 1N
DEV 3Y

EN15 DEV
9074 DF
2986 DF
6044 DF
8422 DF
46 DFC

2733 DG
S200 DGT
DGW 401B
DHJ 880B
DHK 499
D34 BLO
DIL 6646
DIL 4802
DIL 8858
D11 NOF
K88 DJG
DJI 7757
D16 DJN
951 DJU
4859 DK
947 DK
P5 DKG
639 DKH
3333 DL
X61 DLE

DLP 9
DLP 8

DM 6144
95 DM

DMA 873
F20 DMB
G3 DMJ
6462 DN
DN 3754
DNG 34
DNZ 23

DOD 580Y
DOL 781

DOM 513K
DON 63V
DON 42V
DON 54V
DON 875V
DON 39V

B211 DON
454 DOR
DOR 668
DOR 15Y
DOU 6K
DOV 688
DOW 17S
5469 DP
DRE 5S

DRE 64N
DRR 520B
DRS 260J
S90 DRU
K11 DRU
DRV 11K
DS 9305
DSD 44
DSJ 852
K1 DSM
S30 DSR
DSU 378
8908 DT
DT 9695
872 DTP
671 DTT
1 DUB

P598 DUD
P249 DUD
DUR 120Y
DUT 81C
A896 DUX
DUX 203T

45 DVB
DVG 620G
DVG 414G
DVG 569G

H3 DXR
DXZ 6632
60 DYB

DYL 101V
DYW 15

XEA 7X
F8 EAN

EAN 11V
EAN 11S
F6 EAN

M29 EAN
M26 EAN
EAS 153X
JEA 501V
EA54 ANC
GEA 70N
J5 EAT

E

E17 VES
1 EAX
EAZ 7
8 EBC
6 EBH

153 EBK
Y836 ONY

9 ECD
148 ECD
667 ECD

EC11 OES
ECU 805S
EDD 17T
EDD 13Y
EDD 11T
J3 EDD

B16 EDD
EDD 171T
EDE 87R
E6 ENS

EDE 86R
N4 EDH
T8 EDO
EDS 15
EE 9471

EFC 308A
EFC 416
405 EFH

4 EFJ
EFX 343C
L5 EGM
509 EHA
EHD 17
EHL 50

EHN 289H
EHN 328H

63 EK
EKA 750
EKR 4J
EL 67

6284 EL
YEL 476S
LEL 150N
SEL 150N
EL10 TTP
ELL 187T
ELL 4Y

ELL 152J
AO02 ELL

E7 LEB
SEL 50N
ELS 16W
ELU 1S

ELW 15Y
ELY 823C
ELY 107T
EMA 65K
EMA 317X
EMA 53X

EMA 635S
EMA 628F
EMA 67X
EMD 57B
EM18 LYJ
EM18 LYY
EMV 455T
EMV 469T

71 EN
N28 ENN
ENN 73
90 ENR
ENR 38
146 ENR
EOO 10
EPD 59V
EP15 TLE
ERE 3N
ERG 73
911 ES

ESE 536
EST 116D
E551 TON
1306 ET
8361 ET
18 ET

1931 ET
ETA 18

A16 ETA
ETA 7E

BT57 ETA
ETH 310V
F112 ETH
S861 ETT

14 EU
EUI 20

EVE 383
EVO 7V

EVO 124A
V61 EVO

EVR 111M
560 EVT
32 EWD
82 EWS
EX 4191
EXZ 200

7 EYL

455 F
F150 ETH
FAB 118S
FAB 59S

F486 HWJ
F46 ANS
FAJ 53L

FA15 SUL
FA11 RNS
FAJ 56L

FAO 161N
FAO 191N
TFA 12R
FAR 7Y
FAS 77T
FAT 80Y
FAT 138Y
F477 TAH
FAT 33N
FAX 11V
FBR 83
FBZ 27

533 FCG
FCR 888
88 FCX
62 FCY
9229 FD
81 FD
1 FDG

FDV 543T
FE 8195
TFE 4R

F36 ANS
HFE 1N

FLE 517Y
FET 332

FEY 316D
FEZ 3333
FFB 811

FHH 301K
FIL 65

FLE 33T
86 FLF

FL03 RRY
179 FLY
254 FLY
3588 FM
8179 FM

FMA 521F
FMA 525F
FMA 543F

F

441 FMC
FMW 115J
FMW 114J
2641 FN
7553 FN
FON 6L

FOO 71Y
AFO 12D
FOR 883S
FOS 733R
572 FOT

FOW 153X
3 FOY

H6 FPD
L35 FPH

7 FPP
FRO 57T
FRO 661T
FRO 664T
FRO 64T

FR10 NOR
FRY 5V
FRY 5S

NE17 FRY
772 FS

WH05 FTP
FUG 3Y

SFU 110N
FUR 9Y

FUR 70N
FUR 3Y
FUR 12Y
477 FUR

21 FV
13 FV

FVG 798J
FVG 540J
FVG 570J
FVL 177M

19 FY
FYJ 777

5555 GA
174 GAB

GA18 BYX
LSG 41N
T264 JAL

64 LS
GAL 73N

GAM 811N
GAM 3S

A868 GAP
A750 GAP
G4 ROT

GAR 140Y
GAR 1X

GAR 189L
GAR 1D

GAR 501N
GAR 16N
TPG 4S
T6 ASK

GA15 SSS
GCN 254
693 GCR
GCS 141

GDE 444W
GEF 340V
GEF 80N
GEJ 20

AB07 GEM
6 ENS

GEN 77S
AG51 GEO
GE53 RGA
166 ERY
GER 1A
63 RRY
68 GFR

GFX 488D
GFX 411D
GFX 466D
GFX 478D
1001 GG
GGL 273
61 ANT

XG18 BOS
G19 ERT
GIL 15

EG11 LES
PG11 LES
HG11 LES
AG15 ELE
GJI 4728
GJI 94

GJK 608
L40 GJM
S60 GJS
GJY 401
GKC 50
GKJ 85
GL 5918

GLA 231T
GLE 350N
GNH 79B
GNJ 63
GNR 74

GNT 273M
380 GNW
GOB 81L
GOB 58N
GOB 5W

OOO 560D
T260 JAL

90 LF
GOL 81N
NGO 1D
GOL 50N
L8 GON
GOO 1E

GT02 DON
GOR 3Y

GOR 84N
GOV 88W
GOW 9N
GOW 37S

999 GP
28 GP

999 GPA
8 GPR
8 GR

624 CE
GRA 70N
GRA 990N
GRA 713V
GRD 23
ERE 3N

GRE 609N
83 GRE

GRE 169N
GRE 16K
GRE 1N

HGR 33N
GRE 610N
GGR 33N
GRE 50N
GRE 694K
GRE 950N
G11 GRO

6 RUB
GRY 565N
L100 GRY
M999 GSF

GSG 86
GSH 3Y
GSK 337
GSK 741
GSK 535

G

GSL 734
GSU 933
76 GTG

A14 GTO
30 GU
GUI 1

GUN 58N
FG11 PSY
GUR 111T
GUS 74R
456 GUY

GVG 619K
50 GX

T8 GYM
73 GYM

3207 HA
8473 HA
HAB 86N
HAB 18J
HAB 18N
HAB 84S
HAB 40S
HAB 40J
HAG 3E
HAH 11V
HAH 379T
HA17 DER
478 HAJ
HAL 58N
HAL 550N
HAL 4N
HAL 77S

KL15 HAL
HAN 120W
HAN 56N
H417 SEN
J114 NDS

HAP 3N
APY 64A
HAR 19Y
HRT 50N
HAR 81Y
HAR 775Y
VHA 121S
WHA 121S

HAR 7T
HAR 153N
H444 SAN
HA15 NYN
KKH 778N

H4 TAC
GHA 770N
HAT 58N

KKH 773N
HAV 80Y
HAW 50N
851 HBC
HBF 406
HBG 7

HC 5726
HC 7831

HCK 144E
HCT 58

HDS 279G
HDS 733H
HDS 259G

51 HE
MHE 4P
KHE 4P
HEC 5

HED 63N
HEG 50N
HEL 317S
HEL 41V
HEL 31V
HEL 317V
HEN 71N
HEN 70N
HEN 570N
HES 70N
HES 46

HEW 177W
HFZ 600
333 HG
3 HGD

38 HGG
HGU 869J
HGU 866J
ADH 188S
AAH 188S
S111 CKS
200 HKJ
HL 8674
2222 HM
HMF 1

HN 5141
HNB 157D
A14 HND
HNM 5

HO 1234
SA11 HOA
HOB 50W
HOB 85H
HOB 850N
JHO 850N
HOB 85L

HOB 135N
K16 HOB

HOD 635N
HO04 HOG
W33 HOG
LA56 HOG
HOL 7W
HOL 78N
HOL 73N
HOL 70N
HOO 50N
HOO 531N
HOR 58N
HOR 701N
F110 RNE
HOR 702N
HOR 733N
HOR 53N
HOS 541N
HOT 70N

HOV 154W
448 HOV

HOW 477J
HOY 733N
8927 HP
764 HPA
32 HPF

HUG 637T
HUG 35N

HUI 19
HUM 813S
HUM 33R
HUN 7N
HUN 71N
HUP 1N
HUR 57V
144 HUR
HUR 7Y
HUR 57T
HUT 76N
HUT 71N
HUT 701N
WHU 770N
HUT 10V

CHU 770N
605 HUW
HVG 840L
HVK 653C
535 XHW
F461 HWJ
HWW 74T

H
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The names of some transport 
companies are well-remembered 
by many of us, as their vehicles 
were to be seen far and wide on 

the roads of Great Britain, as well as in 
their own localities. � ese companies have 
taken their place in transport history, their 
vehicles instantly recognised wherever 
they go. Although many of them have been 
swallowed up by more-or-less faceless 
combines and their names consigned to 
history, we still remember them. � eir 
vehicles appear in enthusiasts’ books and 
magazines.

Here we present a small selection of 
images from the latest bookazine in the 
series, ‘Well Known Names’ which covers 14 
di� erent well-known transport operators: 
Arrow Bulk Carriers, British Salt, Crow 
Carry Co, R Hanson & Son Ltd of Wake� eld 
and Chapel-en-le-Frith, London Brick 
Company, Market Transport Ltd, Fredk 
Ray, John Rhind, Ribble Cement, Smith of 
Maddiston, Spiers of Melksham, Turners 
of Soham and Tyburn Tankers. A couple 
of them are still in business, with the same 
name, if not the same livery, while the 

Reviews

The latest bookazine in the Road Haulage Archive series has recently been published. 
Mike Forbes gives us a taste of what readers can expect to � nd within its pages.

WELL-KNOWN NAMES

A 1955 AEC Mercury four-wheeled tanker in the Arrow Bulk 
Carriers fl eet, LBU 99 – registered in Oldham, presumably 
by the supplying dealer – the driver positioning the 
vehicle to take on a load from the storage tanks. This was 
used to deliver smaller loads of latex to customers which 
could not take an eight-wheeler or artic load.

▲ Crow Carrying Co was still putting new Scammell Highwayman tractor units into service 
with matching tank trailers in the 1960s, like 808 XWC (Essex, 1963). Another Scammell tank 
trailer, separated from its unit, can be seen to the rear, its front coupling propped up on a 
barrel as there were no landing legs fi tted.
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ROAD HAULAGE ARCHIVE BOOKAZINEWords: Mike Forbes
Photos: PM Photography 

▲ Hanson took over the long-established Sam Longson company, of Chapel-en-le-Frith, which 
specialised in the haulage of limestone. The company’s livery was retailed, albeit in Hanson style, with 
tippers and tankers, on ERF and Atkinson chassis, like Seddon Atkinson 400, fl eet no 598, ODT 585R 
(Sheffi  eld, October 1976). 

▲ Hanson took over the long-established Sam Longson company, of Chapel-en-le-Frith, which  Hanson took over the long-established Sam Longson company, of Chapel-en-le-Frith, which  Hanson took over the long-established Sam Longson company, of Chapel-en-le-Frith, which ▲ Hanson took over the long-established Sam Longson company, of Chapel-en-le-Frith, which  Hanson took over the long-established Sam Longson company, of Chapel-en-le-Frith, which  Hanson took over the long-established Sam Longson company, of Chapel-en-le-Frith, which 

◄ The Fredk Ray fl eet 
(the name was always 
abbreviated like this), 
based in Leighton Buzzard, 
contained several Bedford 
TM artic units, like fl eet 
no 228, VMJ 943S (Luton, 
August 1977), named after 
a British river ‘The Gade’, 
like the company’s other 
vehicles. This had the narrow 
version of the TM cab and is 
seen here with a trailer-load 
of stillages of motor parts, 
regular work for the Ray 
fl eet, in front of a Leyland 
Marathon and curtain-sider 
in Unipart colours.

▼ John Rhind (Transport) was 
based in Aberdeen. The company’s 
URG 365 (Aberdeen, 1962), fl eet no 
7, was a ‘Power Plus’ LAD-cabbed 
Leyland Octopus. It is in the 
brighter livery, believed to be 
light grey (or possibly silver) 
and red, which replaced the 
original dark grey, after the 
company was taken over 
by Charles Alexander. It 
is carrying a load of reels 
of paper on its platform 
body, a good back-load 
from the south, for 
the local Aberdeen 
newspapers.

others have mostly been sold to one group 
or another and disappeared within the 
corporate whole.

� is is a shame, certainly as far as we 
enthusiasts are concerned. Gone are the 
individual liveries, many recognisable even 
from a distance. Names which were known 
and trusted by their customers and others 
they came in touch with have been swept 
away, o� en by meaningless group logos. 
Dealing with centralised management has 
o� en done away with face-to-face contact 
and the personal touch – although I’m 
sure their managements would be quick to 
disagree...

By chance, those covered in this volume 
include perhaps a disproportionate number 
of tanker operators, but that’s just a matter of 
the photographs which have come to hand. 
� ey also include a couple of own-account 
� eets, only transporting the company’s own 
products. � e hauliers featured were based 
in di� erent parts of Great Britain, from 
Scotland to the West Country. 

Two of the � rms we look at, Crow Carry 
Co and John Rhind, became part of the 
Transport Development Group, known 
to many as TDG, which grew out of the 
General Lighterage Company in 1957. Other 
companies featured became part of the 
Calor Group, United Transport and other 
combines, while Turners of Soham still 
remains family-owned and controlled, with 
more or less the same livery for nearly 40 
years. 

� e people who ran the companies we 
look at weren’t always angels. � ere were 
those who thought transport regulations 
were only for the others and some who 
treated their sta�  badly, but the majority 
were well-respected in their day, both locally 
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were well-respected in their day, both locally 
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▲ The ‘Smith for Service’ legend on the headboards of the vehicles of J & A Smith of 
Maddiston Ltd will be remembered by many enthusiasts across the country. Here is a 
nice overhead shot of a Bedford TK artic, fl eet no 775, TWG 635 (Stirlingshire, early 1962),    
carrying the name of subsidiary Alexr Scott (Contr) Ltd, Glasgow on the doors. That’s a 
substantial  load on its four-in-line trailer for a TK to be hauling. 

▲ The latest issue of the Road Haulage 
Archive series, price £7.95.

▼ Spiers of Melksham became known for running a fl eet of AEC Mandator artic units, rebuilt with sleeper cab extensions, on long distance general 
haulage, like ex-Amoco fl eet no 35, OYO 142R, lined up in the yard with others, with a neatly roped and sheeted load on its platform trailer.

Moth of PM Photography, to whom we are 
most grateful. � ey show a wide variety 
of vehicle makes and types, illustrating 
the e� ects of the individual preferences of 
di� erent managers. � ose were the days – 
and this is probably a large part of why we 
are all so enthusiastic about the lorries of    
the past. v

book or article from a past magazine, from 
which you can extract the information 
and put together a reasonable history of 
the company in question. However, there 
are gaps as some companies’ histories have 
become lost over time.

� e pictures in this Road Haulage Archive 
issue all come from the archives of Phil 

and nationally.
� ere is plenty of historical information 

available about some of the companies, 
thanks to various transport historians, and 
a search on the Internet will usually turn up 
plenty of information even if you sometimes 
have to be careful to sort the facts from 
unreliable memories. Sometimes there is a 
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ON SALE NOW!
A LOOK AT SOME OF THE BEST REMEMBERED 
OPERATORS FROM ACROSS BRITAIN

Including: Arrow, British Salt, Hanson, London Brick, Market Transport, Ribble 
Cement, Spiers of Melksham, Tyburn Tankers and more……

The Road Haulage Archive is published every two months and contains 100 pages 
packed full of nostalgic photos and detailed information from our archives. 
Subjects include famous manufacturers like Seddon and Thornycroft, well-known 
operators such as Tate & Lyle and the Post Office, or a review of a particular 
industry or type of transport, for example heavy haulage, municipal vehicles or 
fairground transport. You can buy individual copies at WH Smith and other high 
street retailers, order single copies, including back issues, from the publisher, or 
take out a regular subscription and save 10% on the shop price.

Issue 2 British Road Services (BRS) ..................................£6.50
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Issue 12 Circus Transport ..................................................£6.50
Issue 13 The Light Brigade (vans & pick-ups) ..................£7.95
Issue 14 Tipping the Balance (tipper lorries) ...................£7.95
Issue 15 Through Irish Eyes (Irish RT) .............................£7.95
Issue 16 Timewarp Transport (Malta) ...............................£7.95
Issue 17 Body Language (CV bodywork) ...........................£7.95

All prices include postage & packaging to addresses in the UK, see foot of page for overseas price information

BACK ISSUES – the following issues are still in stock – 
others are sold out SORRY.
(for more detail on content see descriptions on website)

SAVE OVER 16% WHEN YOU SUBSCRIBE!
6 issues per year for £39.99, post & packaging included, 
saving over 16% on the price in the shops

You can order any of the above by going on line or by 
telephoning our customer services department;

ON LINE
Current Issue and Back Issues go to 
http://shop.kelsey.co.uk/category/BOOK/HC

To subscribe go to http://shop.kelsey.co.uk/suboffer/rhas

TELEPHONE (in all cases)
Call: 01959 543 747 – lines are open Mon-Fri 
8.00am-6.00pm

For overseas rates and prices please go to 
http://shop.kelsey.co.uk/promotion/overseas

£7.95
inc p&p
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In 2017, to mark the � � ieth anniversary 
of the entry of Volvo trucks into the 
UK market, the company produced a 
limited edition of their FH 4x2 and 6x2 

tractor units. In a striking gold on black 
or black on gold livery just � � y of these 
trucks were produced as the ‘Ailsa’ Edition 
acknowledging the company which was 
responsible for introducing the Volvo truck 
to the UK in 1967.

By the mid 1960s Volvo had already 
established its reputation in the Scandinavian 
and European truck markets and had spread 
its wings further a� eld achieving healthy sales 
in South America and South Africa. Here 
the traditional bonneted designs were widely 
accepted but there was a growing demand for 
forward control models and Volvo responded 
with the introduction of their F cab versions 

of existing models and the new tilt cab 
TIPTOP versions of some of the trucks in the 
range.

� e new Volvo F86 was introduced in the 
summer of 1965 as part of the company’s 
‘System 8’ renewal program which was 
essentially an upgrade of the entire Volvo 
truck range. � e development of the F86 had 
stemmed from the previous Viking and L4851 
models but although the new truck bore a 
close resemblance to the tilt cab TIPTOP 
series, beneath the exterior lay a new engine, 
a new gearbox and a host of component 
upgrades including stronger chassis, 
improved suspension and new braking and 
steering systems.

� e chosen power unit was the 6.7-litre 
195HP TD70A six-cylinder diesel engine 
which was paired with the new Volvo R50 

gearbox which gave eight fully synchronised 
forward gears in two ranges and a single 
reverse gear. � e standard rear axle on the 
model was a single reduction hypoid-bevel 
design but for the UK market an alternative 
double reduction axle was o� ered.

Volvo Trucks did not have a signi� cant 
presence in the UK market until Scottish 
businessman Jim McKelvie visited the Volvo 
factory in 1965 shortly a� er the introduction 
of the new “System 8” range. He had a deep 
knowledge of the transport industry and at 
this time had recently sold his own transport 
business to the larger Transport Development 
Group. An astute businessman he was now 
looking for a new business opportunity and 
during his visit to Volvo he was quick to see 
the potential of the new ‘System 8’ range, 
especially the F86 tractor unit.

Having run his own haulage � eet he was 
certainly aware of the di�  culties that � eet 
operators faced with extended delivery 
times for new vehicles and inadequate a� er 

Transport heritage

Alan Barnes trawls the archives to tell the story 
of a Volvo’s iconic F86.

THE F86 
STORY

LNL 465E was the fi rst F86 to be sold by Ailsa. It was sold to Thomas Hutchinson Transport and 
was later restored by Volvo for display at their headquarters in Gothenburg. Photo Volvo Trucks. 
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sales support and service. While Volvo had 
established factories in other parts of the 
world such as Brazil, to produce locally built 
trucks his plan was to establish a business 

VOLVO’S ICONIC F86

▲ An F86 
and Highway 
trailer during 
a Commercial 
Motor road 
test. Photo 
Stilltime Archive. 

◄ Volvo 
brochure 
shot 
showing 
the F86 cab 
interior.

Words: Alan Barnes
Photos: As stated

▲ Volvo TD70A engine illustration from the         
F86 brochure.

▲ This F86 was the only Volvo on the Anglia Heavy Haulage fl eet. Photo Rodney Smith.
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which would import suitable models and o� er 
a comprehensive dealer network and support 
package. As Pat Kennett observed; “It could 
be argued that he did not always succeed in 
that aim but there can be no doubt that an 
unusually high standard of service was made 
available which, coupled with the well proven 
reliability of the trucks themselves, very soon 
began to build a � rst class reputation for the 
Swedish maker, in the highly competitive and 
critical UK markets.”

Ailsa Trucks 
Having concluded a deal with the Volvo truck 
division Jim McKelvie and his associate Jim 
Keyden, who had been Managing Director 
at Pressed Steel in Linwood, established 
a new company initially called Fereneze 
Construction but this was later changed to 
Ailsa Trucks, which was based at Barrhead 
in Scotland. A network of dealers was 
established, and these included well respected 
names such as the Tait family in Haydon 
Bridge, John Billows in Northampton and 
John Hebb in Lincolnshire. Towards the 
end of 1966 the � rst demonstration F86 was 
brought to Britain under the Ailsa Trucks 
banner. As Commercial Motor noted brie� y 
in their 30 September 1966 issue; “Volvo 
trucks are to be sold in this country from 
next January. A new company based in 
Glasgow has been set up as importers and 
concessionaires within the United Kingdom 
for AB Volvo. Its name will be Ailsa Trucks 
Ltd. In the � rst instance the model sold will 
be the F86 which will sell at approximately 
£3500 as a 32 ton gross tractive unit.”  

With that brief news item, the arrival of 
Volvo trucks in the UK was announced, an 
event which was to herald a new era not only 
for this new market but also for the company 
themselves. In a little over � ve years the UK 
market would grow rapidly to become as large 
as Volvo’s domestic market in terms of truck 

sales and by 1979 the UK would become the 
company’s largest market anywhere in the 
world. A remarkable period of growth which 
all began with the import of a single F86 
demonstrator.

� e � rst F86 to be sold in the UK was 
chassis number 1927 which was built in 
March 1967 and registered as LNL 465E, 
was sold to � omas Hutchinson Transport 
based in Northumberland village of Wark. 
� e new Volvo was sold through Tait (Tipper 
Sales) Ltd in Haydon Bridge who managed to 
convince customer Tommy Hutchinson and 
his son that the F86 would be preferable to the 
Seddon that they had been considering. � at 
was despite the lorry being the � rst to be sold 
in the UK, had no track record in this country 
and was more expensive. Either Mr Tait was a 
great salesman or the Hutchinsons had an eye 

for a great lorry - perhaps a measure of both. 
Following a test drive, during which the F86 
delivered a tremendous performance, the sale 
was concluded and the F86 was duly delivered 
to Wark.

Used on general haulage and timber work 
the F86 remained in service with Hutchinsons 
for over ten years during which time it was 
joined by another four F86, four F88s and 
a G88. In 1978 the lorry was sold not to 
another operator but back to Volvo as the 
management at the Irvine factory wanted to 
acquire the � rst UK Volvo, and some years 
later it was fully restored and displayed at the 
Volvo headquarters in Gothenburg. 

Commercial Motor again reported on the 
coming revolution in November 1966; “F86 
imports will start next year. � ree will be 
brought in at the beginning of January and 
100 are expected to be available a month 
later.” � e speci� cations for the forward 
control four-wheeler tractive unit rated at 
32 tons were little changed from the models 
being produced for the Scandinavian and 
Continental markets. � e UK tractor had 
a wheelbase of 9�  10 inches as opposed to 
the more usual 11�  2in wheelbase of the 
‘standard’ models and the imported vehicles 
were built as right-hand-drive, a con� guration 
which Volvo had already produced in limited 
numbers for sale in other parts of the world.

The F86 Down Under
Indeed, the F86 quickly ‘spread its wings’ 
with demonstration models being put 
through their paces during � eld trials in 
Australia in 1966 as reported by Truck and 
Bus Transportation magazine; “A pilot batch 
of the model F86 chassis has been distributed 
here by an Australian company, Swedish 
Motor Importers of Mascot, News South 
Wales. Managing Director, Max Winkless, 
said that for a starter only the F86 model will 
be introduced for an ‘Australian conditions’ 
trial period. Four chassis have already gone 
into service on line-haul service between 

 Transport heritage

▲ An F86 rigid with a York drawbar trailer on a Commercial Motor road test. Photo Stilltime Archive.

▲ A Volvo F86 operated by Nolan Interstate Transport in Australia. Photo Darren Nolan. A Volvo F86 operated by Nolan Interstate Transport in Australia. Photo Darren Nolan. 



▲ Long wheelbase eight-wheelers were developed at Irvine. 
Photo Bill Reid.

Ê

▼ An F86 tanker and single-axle trailer. Photo Volvo Trucks Archive.
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▲ An F86 with the later plastic grille. 
Photo Bill Reid.

bus and truck chassis. At that time these 
facilities were the second largest Volvo truck 
assembly plant outside Sweden.

� e F86 proved to be a success in Australia 
from the outset and although essentially 
designed as a 32ton distribution truck its 
applications seemed endless. During its 
production years in Australia the model 
was upgraded and improved, and 8x4 rigids 
were added to the original tractor units. To 
meet the needs of the Australian market the 
range of tractor units was expanded from the 
original basic 4x2 to include two 6x2 models, 
a 6x2 twin steer, a 6x4 and two versions of an 
8x4.  � e last Australian F86, Chassis Number 
500699 was sold on 21st December 1979. A 
number of these hard-worked vehicles have 
survived including a � ne 1968 example, 
believed to be the earliest survivor, with 
chassis number 6437, which was donated to 
Volvo by Sharman Transport of Long Plains in 
South Australia and which has been restored 
and is displayed at the Volvo Chullora,                                                 
Sydney facility.

Wollongong in New South Wales which also 
featured a complete integrated Volvo Truck 
service centre. � is centre carried a full range 
of Volvo spares and accessories while company 
branches in Brisbane and Adelaide also carried 
smaller stocks of parts. Marketed as “Europe’s 
toughest truck is Australia’s most pro� table 
investment” Volvo were certainly con� dent in 
their product o� ering a six month, no mileage 
limit guarantee on the F86.

As in Europe and the UK the F86 was well 
received by Australian operators and by July 
1970 a new company, Volvo Australia Pty 
Ltd, had been formed to support the truck, 
car and bus sales and to strengthen the Volvo 
brand. � e company was established in Sydney 
occupying two converted warehouses but in 
under a year it had relocated to new purpose-
built facilities. Expansion continued and in 
1972 a new manufacturing plant was opened at 
Wacol in Queensland for the assembly of Volvo 

Melbourne and Adelaide with a large nation-
wide � eet. High mileages will be clocked 
up in a short time as the vehicles are to be 
worked almost non-stop. Statistics will be 
compiled on component life, performance, 
maintenance ratings and other aspects in 
design evaluation.” Interestingly the bonneted 
version the N86 was not imported into 
Australia.

Initially three F86 4x2 tractor units were 
imported for assessment with two of these 
being put into service with Mayne Nickless 
and used for long haul interstate work. 
� ey proved to be virtually unbreakable, a 
testament to the high standard of the Volvo 
design and engineering. It also seems that one 
of these vehicles was still in service some ten 
years later having clocked up over 994,000 
miles.

In due course Swedish Motor Importers 
established a Volvo assembly plant at 

VOLVO’S ICONIC F86
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A restored 1978 F86 in Australia. Photo 
Australian Volvo Truck Heritage Group.

▲ The fi rst of six F86’s for TNT (QLD) Pty Ltd in Australia. 
Photo Australian Volvo Truck Heritage Group. 
▲ The fi rst of six F86’s for TNT (QLD) Pty Ltd in Australia.  The fi rst of six F86’s for TNT (QLD) Pty Ltd in Australia.  The fi rst of six F86’s for TNT (QLD) Pty Ltd in Australia. 
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▲ London Brick ran a large fl eet of artic and rigid F86s. 
Photo Andrew Mortlock. 

In the UK media
In the UK Commercial Motor published 
a full road test of the F86 tractor unit in 
March 1967 the correspondent commenting; 
“I am certain that this is an excellent vehicle 
for Ailsa to start with. General performance 
was well up to the standard of comparable 
British machines. Very good � gures indeed 
were obtained for fuel consumption and 
braking and added to these points in the 
F86s favour, the cab is a well-designed and 
well-built unit and the level of noise from 
the turbo charged engine is well below what 
one would expect from a vehicle of this 
class.”

A� er the test, which included town 
driving and stretches on the A6 and the M1, 

the correspondent concluded; “� ere is not 
much that I can � nd to criticize on the F86 
and I found the vehicle most enjoyable to 
drive. I have already praised the gearbox 
design....I found it much more satisfactory 
to have the two-range layout used by Volvo 
than a splitter-type transmission or two-
speed axle.”

Favourable mention of the F86 cab was 
also made; “� e Volvo cab is a very strongly 
constructed item, it has to be to meet the 
Swedish laws on cab strength and is well 
equipped with instruments, winking lights, 
buzzers and so on. High capacity heating 
equipment is � tted and items not normally 
standard on goods vehicles include door-
mounted arm rests for the driver and 

passenger, electric operated windscreen 
washers and a special position for a radio. A 
comprehensive tool kit is provided which is 
fairly important for British users as the nuts 
and bolts on the model are metric sizes.”

Such positive comment no doubt helped 
the ‘new kid on the block’ to overcome any 
reservations that UK operators may have 
had about buying a ‘foreign’ lorry. Early sales 
were steady rather than dramatic with under 
200 being sold in 1967 but in 1971 Volvo 
sold 850 units and aimed at selling 1250 
vehicles in 1972. � ey were proving to be 
just as suitable for the owner driver running 
a single unit as the � eet operator, and the 
support provided by Ailsa Trucks did much 
to enhance the F86 image.
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As well as importing trucks, by 1972 Ailsa 
Trucks had also begun the assembly of six- 
and eight-wheel chassis with double drive 
versions of the F86 for the UK market, and 
eventually extended their range to include a 
double deck bus. The company had opened 
an assembly plant at Irvine in Ayrshire where 
the bus and coach chassis development took 
place. The production of variant truck chassis 
began initially at Barrhead and then later at 
Irvine to produce models designed specifically 
for the British market, in particular eight-
wheelers, 6x2 rigids and military 4x4 versions.

The prophetic words of the Commercial 
Motor correspondent that the F86 was 
“an excellent vehicle” proved to be very 
accurate and in a few short years there were 
thousands of these lorries at work on the 
roads of Britain. In the main they were 4x2 
artics but other models which were already 
in widespread use in other countries began 
to appear in this country. These included 
the F86 rigid four-wheeler designed to work 
with a drawbar trailer. One such outfit, 
operated by Nelson Freight Ltd, was made 
available for testing to Commercial Motor 
early in 1972 and the lorry paired with a 
York DB16 drawbar trailer was subject to 
testing at the MIRA test grounds as well as 
on the open road. Once again the comments 
about the F86 were positive; “The Volvo is 
a most likeable vehicle which is as easy to 
drive as many light vans. Above all it is quiet 
and forgiving and good fuel consumption 
taken together with a very high payload 
capacity makes the vehicle very attractive to 
operators.”

By 1972 Ailsa Trucks had become large 
enough to be absorbed as a subsidiary 
company into the AB Volvo Group and two 
years later Jim McKelvie left the company 
to embark on yet another new venture. The 
impact he had made on the UK transport 
industry and the standing of Volvo in the 
UK market was certainly substantial and 
had provided the Swedish company with a 
solid platform for further success. His death 
in 1977 was mourned by countless friends 
across the industry but his introduction of 
the Volvo F86 to the UK market left a lasting 
legacy on this country’s transport history.

A lengthy 15 year production run for 
the F86 came to an end in 1978 with the 
introduction of the new Volvo F7 Series 
models. Economic to run, competitively 
priced and with an impressive comfortable 
cab it was no wonder that the Volvo F86 
made such an impact on the UK transport 
industry. 

The use of information and photographs 
from Volvo Trucks, the Volvo Museum, 
Commercial Motor, Truck and Driver 
magazine, Bob Tuck, David Hayward, 
Andrew Mortlock, Australian Truck & Bus 
Transportation magazine, Vintage Roadscene 
and the Australian Volvo Truck Heritage 
Group is gratefully acknowledged. v

▲ F86 long wheelbase cattle truck. Photo Bill Reid.

▲ Possibly the last F86 working in Scotland. Photo Bill Reid.

► A Volvo FH16 ‘Ailsa’ Edition Gold together 
with the lorry that started it all. 
Photo Volvo Trucks. 

VolVo’s iconic F86
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This month we feature extracts from a mid 1970s sales brochure for the Seddon Atkinson 400. Available as a tractor unit, with 
a day or sleeper cab, and also as a four-, six- or eight-wheeler rigid, these lorries could be had with Rolls-Royce, Cummins or 
Gardner power. I even remember working on a couple of 400 units myself back in my lorry mechanic days - but only to ‘faceli� ’ 

them to look like 401s! Anyway, did you drive, own or work on these lorries? If so, please write in with your experiences.  
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The Museum was opened in 1983 
as the in-house brigade museum 
of the Greater Manchester County 
Fire Service,” curator Bob Bonner 

explained. “Since then we have welcomed 
thousands of visitors.”

Like most of the museum’s volunteers, Bob 
is a former � reman with 40 years’ service.

He said: “When I � rst started the job 
we were called the Manchester City Fire 
Brigade, but there were a few re-organisations 
during my career. I worked at several � re 
stations over the years, and like many of my 
colleagues helped out at the museum in my 
spare time.  

“� e incentive for starting the museum 
was when some of the older � re � ghters 
saw our history disappearing. With all the 
amalgamations taking place the new brigade 
was so busy getting itself organised, that little 
consideration was spent on preserving the 
past. A few like-minded souls decided to take 
action, before it was too late. Some of the 
constituent brigades had a few interesting 
artefacts, and we agreed to form a group 
to save these for posterity. One thing led to 
another, and within a couple of years there 

Museum visit

was talk of opening 
a museum. � e 
Brigade eventually 
gave its approval, 
and we took things 
from there.”

� e Museum is 
currently housed in 
a former workshop 
building at the back 
of the old Rochdale 
� re station. � e 
conversion was 
carried out by o� -
duty members and 
took three years. It 
now holds regular 
Open Days and 
is popular with 
visitors of all ages. 
� e collection of 
vehicles and � re-
� ghting artefacts 
has come on leaps 
and bounds and 
includes � ve full-
size appliances. 

The Greater Manchester Fire Service Museum in 
Rochdale tells the story of � re� ghting, particularly 
in the local area. Bob Weir paid a recent visit.

� ree are currently in a roadworthy 
condition, and a fourth is in the process of 
being restored.

“� e appliances include the 1929 Dennis, 
the 1940 Dennis Big 6 Pump Escape, the 
1957 turntable / ladder, the 1963 Leyland 
Firemaster and 1971 ERF,” Bob explained. 
“� e appliances are all local to the area.” 

England’s � rst 
Greater Manchester has played an important 
role in the history of � re� ghting, and 
England’s � rst municipal � re service was 
established here in 1826. � e country’s 
earliest motorised � re appliance was 
delivered to the district of Eccles in 1901. � e 
area also gained a reputation for pioneering 
new methods. Chief � re o�  cers like Alfred 
Tozer, George Parker, John Eccles and Albert 
Bentley helped establish the reputation of 
local brigades, through their technical skills 
and groundbreaking methods. In later years, 
the Greater Manchester Fire Service (now 
Greater Manchester Fire and Rescue Service) 
continued these traditions through its high-
level safety campaigning and distinguished 
operational record.

Greater Manchester was at the forefront 
of the Industrial Revolution, and local 
� re services had to deal with a variety of 
challenges. � ese included everything from 
house � res to mill blazes, and other types of 
industrial con� agrations. In addition, there 

GREATER MANCHESTER 
FIRE SERVICE MUSEUM

“

▼ The old fi re station at Rochdale is to 
become the museum’s new home.
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have been several major ship, road, rail 
and aircra�  incidents, and the bombing 
raids during WW2. In more recent times 
the area has witnessed terrorist threats 
of national signi� cance, including last 
year’s bomb attack at the Manchester 
Arena. � e area also gained a reputation 
for manufacturing � re engines, hoses 
and other equipment. Companies such as 
William Rose, John Morris and Mather & 
Platt went on to achieve universal success 
in their particular � elds.

� e Museum has operated as an 
independent charitable trust (no. 
1143966) since 2010. � e trust has close 
ties with the Greater Manchester Fire 
and Rescue Service (GMFRS), which 
is a major stakeholder. � e service also 
provides an annual support grant. � e 
Museum is managed by a governing 
body, made up of nine voluntary trustees. 
In addition, one trustee represents the 
GMFRS. Five of the trustees hold speci� c 
posts, namely chairman, curator, assistant 
curator, treasurer and museum mentor. 
In addition, there is a dedicated team 

▲ Like many industrial cities Manchester was bombed during WW2. Known as the ‘Christmas 
Blitz’, the three major raids caused several hundred casualties, and also damaged Manchester 
United’s Old Traff ord football ground.

Ê

▲ The Dennis/Morris 
motor pump was 
originally delivered 
to the Manchester 
Fire Brigade on 11th 
September 1929 as 
Motor Pump No 15. It 
cost £1240. The appliance 
is equipped with a 
4-cylinder, 70hp, White & 
Poppe petrol engine.

Greater Manchester 
Fire Service Museum 
Mission Statement
To explore, preserve and make 
accessible the history of � re, � re 
engineering and the � re and rescue 
services in the Greater Manchester 
region and, through our collections 
and resources, to further the 
education and promotion of � re 
safety in the community.”

“

Words & photos: 
Bob Weir

◄ This 1870 Shand 
Mason manual pump 
was one of the last of 
its kind before they 
were replaced by steam 
powered pumps. The 
hinged sections at each 
end could be opened 
out to carry a crew of 
20 men.
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▲ One of the few remaining Leyland Firemasters. The model marked the return of Leyland 
Motors to making fi re appliances at the end of the 1950s.

of volunteers, who look a� er the exhibits, 
meet visitors, attend events / open days, and 
carry out restoration projects. Many of the 
volunteers are former � re� ghters.

� e museum is a�  liated to various 
organisations including Fire Heritage 
Network UK (FHNUK), the Association of 
Independent Museums, and the Historic 
Commercial Vehicle Society. It also serves 
as the head o�  ce for FHNUK, and Bob is 
the current secretary. � e museum has been 
awarded full accreditation from Visit England 
under the VAQAS (Visitor Attraction Quality 
Assurance Scheme) arrangements, and in 
2014 was awarded the Quality Badge of the 
Council for Learning Outside the Classroom.

Having so many period appliances under 
one roof also brings back some poignant 
memories.

“Last year we held an exhibition to 
commemorate the 100th anniversary of 
two major disasters, which both took place 
during the Great War,” said Bob. “� ese were 
the White Lund and Ashton-under-Lyne 
munitions explosions. � e Ashton explosion 
killed over 40 people, and White Lund 

▲ GNB 217 is popular at local fi re awareness events. Dennis has a long history of making fi re 
appliances, and the Big 6 Pump Escape, would have been very impressive in its day.

▲ A trio of the museum’s roadworthy appliances. They all served with distinction for many years.

▲ Coventry Climax ‘Godiva’ light trailer 
pumps were built in their thousands and 
served throughout WW2. This example 
originally served with the RAF, before 
moving to a local textile mill. It was donated 
to the museum in 2009.



▲ The Firemaster’s cab. Appliances of this 
era lacked driver friendly equipment, like a 
synchromesh gearbox and power steering.

Education
The Museum also provides a comprehensive 
education service for visitors of all ages.

“We promote a number of educational 
activities, which are particularly popular with 
primary school children” Bob explained. “The 
activities are aimed at Key Stage 2 level but 
can be tailored up or down depending on the 
requirements of the teachers.”

The Investigating Uniforms session 
examines fire brigade uniforms from the 1600s 
to the present day. Young people are able to 
try on uniforms, and examine the materials 
used in their manufacture. They are then asked 

to design a uniform for a modern fire fighter. 
The Museum also has a replica Victorian Fire 
station. This session examines how the public 
called out the fire brigade in Victorian Times. 
It then looks at modern day communications, 
and the problem with hoax calls.

happened up the road in Morecambe. When 
the No 13 National Shell Filling Factory blew 
up, it killed several members of the works 
fire service. Fire Brigades from all over the 
north-west were called out to attend the fire, 
which was unheard of at the time. The only 
two surviving appliances from the incident 
are currently on display at the Museum. 
These are the Museum’s own 1882 Shand 
Mason steam fire engine, and the 1898 Shand 
Mason from Fulwood UDC. The Fulwood 
appliance is here on loan courtesy of the 
Lancashire Fire and Rescue Service, and 
British Commercial Vehicle Museum.”
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1) 1741 Newsham hand-drawn manual fire pump (Ringwood FB)
2) 1800 Bristow hand-drawn manual pump
3) 1845 Barton horse-drawn manual pump (Compstall Mill FB)
4) 1847 Tilley hand-drawn manual pump
5) 1865 Shand Mason hand-drawn manual pump (Wythenshawe Hall)
6) 1870 Shand Mason horse-drawn manual pump (Horrockses, Crewdson & Co.)
7) 1882 Shand Mason horse-drawn steamer (Horrockses, Crewdson & Co. FB)
8) 1898 Shand Mason horse-drawn steamer (Fulwood FB)
9) 1900 Merryweather hose cart (Cornbury Park)
10) 1900 Shand Mason curricle escape (Cornbury Park)
11) 1904 John Morris Hose Cart (Manchester Ship Canal Co.)
12) 1910 Shand Mason horse-drawn steamer “George V” (Skelmersdale FB)
13) 1929 Dennis/John Morris pump escape (VR 3001) (Manchester FB)
14) 1935 Merryweather Hatfield trailer pump
15) 1938 Dennis trailer pump (Carlisle Electricity Board)
16) 1939 Dennis trailer pump (Army Fire Service)
17) 1939 Dennis trailer pump (Ferranti) (this appliance currently on loan to Imperial
       War Museum North, Trafford)
18) 1940 Dennis Big 6 pump escape (GNB 217) (Manchester FB)
19) 1940 Coventry Climax FSM trailer pump (Dexter’s FB)
20) 1941 Scammell wheelbarrow pump
21) 1957 Dennis-Metz 125ft turntable ladder (PDK 717) (Rochdale FB)
22) 1963 Leyland Firemaster-Cocker pump escape (6900 NF) (Manchester FB)
23) 1966 Coventry Climax light portable pump
24) 1971 ERF/HCB-Angus Emergency Salvage Tender (TDK 999K) (Rochdale FB)

The collection

▼ PDK 717 is a local appliance and served in the area all its life.

  The only two surviving 
appliances from the 
incident are currently on 
display at the Museum.  
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Greater Manchester Fire service
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 Museum visit 

▲ The museum volunteers: Bob Bonner is at the far left. 

“� e Museum has an archive which 
contains a number of newspaper stories from 
di� erent eras,” said Bob. “Young people can 
read newspaper stories from Victorian times, 
WW2, and up to the 1960s. � ey can also 
compare the di� erent writing styles from 
each era and explore the similarities and 
di� erences between today’s news reports and 
stories from the past.”

� e Museum also uses its considerable 
collection of artefacts to highlight the 
development of � re� ghting over the years 
and promote the safety message.

Bob said: “We have lots of di� erent 
equipment that has been used over a period 
of several hundred years. � is includes 
everything from manual water pumps, 
di� erent types of � re extinguishers to 
breathing apparatus. Young people have the 
opportunity to examine this equipment, and 

▲ PDK 717’s fi re- fi ghting equipment has been restored and is still in working order.

Greater Manchester 
Fire Service Museum 
Old Fire Station, Maclure Road, 
Rochdale, Greater Manchester
OL11 1DN
Tel: 01706 341219
Email: museum@gmfsmuseum.org.uk
Website: www.gmfsmuseum.og.uk
Opening days: Fri & 1st Sun 
(not BHol or Jan) 1000-1600
ADMISSION IS FREE

▲ Although it was a capable vehicle in many 
respects, fi re brigades were wary of ordering 
the Firemaster. The appliance carried a front 
mounted pump behind hinged doors, where 
you would normally expect to fi nd a radiator. 
This was too radical for many fi re chiefs.

teachers can select which items they would 
like to explore in detail.

“Safety is also a huge theme in � re� ghting, 
and can be broken down into several areas. 
� ese include personal safety and equipment 
and technology, both for the home and the 
� re service.”

Raising funds is an ongoing challenge for 
many museums, and the GMFS Museum is 
no exception.

“� e Museum is currently trying to raise 
£100,000 towards the next stage of our 
latest expansion project,” Bob explained. 
“We’ve always been conscious of the fact 
that the Museum is housed in a storage 
garage, instead of a proper � re station. We 
spent many years looking at several options, 
without � nding a solution. By this stage, the 
Rochdale � re station was nearing the end of 
its working life. As the building was literally 
across the yard from the Museum, we made 
a determined e� ort to canvas support for a 
takeover. � e Brigade was reluctant at � rst, 
as there were several costs involved. � ere 
was even talk of selling the whole site, which 
would have put our own future in jeopardy. 

“Following a lengthy period of negotiation, 
the local council � nally stepped in. � e end 

result is a three-way partnership with the 
Council, Brigade and Museum. � e Council 
has agreed to buy the building o�  the � re 
service, and the Museum will be the new 
tenants. Fortunately, we received a � rst-round 
Heritage Lottery Fund award in 2016, and the 
project is in an advanced stage. Hopefully the 
future of the museum is now guaranteed for 
the foreseeable future.”  v

 We have lots of different 
equipment that has been 
used over a period of  
several hundred years  

▲ PDK 717’s fi re- fi ghting equipment has been restored and is still in working order. PDK 717’s fi re- fi ghting equipment has been restored and is still in working order. PDK 717’s fi re- fi ghting equipment has been restored and is still in working order.
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Mike Ponsonby’s 1975 Atkinson Borderer 
in Bewick Transport Services colours, 
together with part of Mike’s current 
fleet. Photo Bob Tuck.
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I suppose this story starts in 1945 with 
something of a disaster. � ese words 
are of course relative because the years 
from 1939-45 had seen all manner of 

disasters for all manner of people so put into 
that context, the fact that a bridge collapsed 

at Boroughbridge in North Yorkshire isn’t 
that traumatic. � e cause of the failure was 
due to the weight on the bridge crossing the 
River Ure but there was no loss of life. And 
while the crew of the Pickfords Diamond 
T heavy haulage out� t involved were 

probably frightened to death, even the 80 ton 
casting the girder out� t was carrying wasn’t 
damaged.

Whichever way you look at it, this temporary 
severance of the Great North Road was 
certainly a wake-up-call to the heavy haulage 
industry; the Ministry of Transport plus the 
various Highways & Bridges Authorities 
across the land and – in time - the CEGB. As 
the Government body ultimately responsible 
for the growing network of electrical supplies 
across the land, it was their job to ensure the 
ingredients for this enlarged network could 
be safely delivered. � e UK certainly had the 
wherewithal to manufacture all manner of 
power station parts (well they were exporting 
them to all parts of the world) so the bo�  ns 
were tasked with ensuring our roads – some of 
them dating back to Roman times – were � t for 
purpose. And to do that, they came up with a 
great wheeze. (Don’t you just love that pun.)

Slow Progress With 
Technology
� e modern day heavy-haulage world is spoilt 
for choice with the equipment they currently 
have to hand but it wasn’t too many years back 
that their counterparts had to literally make do 
and mend. As load weights increased, trailer 
makers in particular were stymied in what they 
could o� er although in fairness it was the slow 
advance of tyre technology which – to a degree 
- limited what they could build. In fact, Sunter 
Brothers were still using their ex Bradwell 200-

ON COLD
Back in 1967, the use of hovercraft technology was 
introduced to the ultra-heavy haulage world in the 
guise of ACE 1 and then ACE 2. They may have 
denoted their presence with a deafening noise, but  
the Air Cushion Equipment allowed the Central Electric 
Generating Board (CEGB) to ensure the movement 
of some phenomenal weights. Bob Tuck trawls back 
through the archives to the days when girder trailers 
were a regular sight on our roads as were Pickfords; 
Wynns; Wrekin Roadways and Econofreight.
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AIR CUSHION EQUIPMENTWords: Bob Tuck. Photos: Mike Hetherington,
Tim Wayne, Bob Tuck collection
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▲ Pickfords were given dispensation to buy these Diamond T 980s during the war years. This 
was the strongest type of ‘girder’ trailer they had for work at this time and was rated for 140 ton 
loads. 

▲ The fi rst Scammell 100 tonner, and while it’s not a girder trailer outfi t, the semi-trailer is built 
in girder fashion. Originally there was a small hut on the back but over time, this was removed 
and the trailer man had to contend with the elements.

▲ The A1 at Boroughbridge over the River Ure when it collapsed in 1945.

▼ This excellent shot was taken in Northern 
Ireland in August ’89 on Glenshane Pass. This 
is believed to have been the last time the 
ACE equipment was used.

ton set of Crane solid tyre bogies well into the 
‘60s for road going work when the heaviest of 
long loads had to be shi� ed, as the concept of 
multi-axle modular trailers was still waiting to 
be developed.

It was generally easy enough to have enough 
pulling power – no matter what the weight – 
because you simply added another tractor or 
two to double or treble head a heavy load. But 
when it came to carrying the load’s weight, 
the industry had long been used to seeing 
loads just sink through the tarmac – especially 
during the warmer summer months. It was 
time consuming work to then jack up the 
trailer and man-handle steel sheets down onto 
the road, so the weight of the wheels could be 
spread across the weak road surface and so 
allow forward movement again.

Even the legislators had allowed phenomenal 
weights. Today, maximum axle loadings 
for the heaviest Category 3 STGO out� t are 
16.5 tonnes but back in yesteryear, ‘Special 
Types’ out� ts could legally run up to 11 tons 
per wheel. So, with 4-in-line low loaders 
being almost an industry standard, the legal 
maximum for those 4 wheels was thus 44 
tons. When Crane built their ‘� oat’ trailers – a 
drawbar heavy haulage trailer with 4-in-lines at 
either end – they rated it as capable of a 60 ton 
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Above & below: Both Wynns and Pickfords show off how to make their own style of girder 
trailers. The Wynns set-up dates from 1943 and had a capacity of 90 tons. It is seen in  1948 
headed up by a special 6x4 Foden 100 tonner.

payload which computed to a gross of around 
80 tons ie a maximum of 40 tons of weight 
were passed to the road as each set of wheels 
went along.

It helped things that the tyres on these ‘float’ 
trailers were huge pneumatics although the 
downside was they were harder to handle when 
a blow-out occurred or when the rear wheels 
had to be removed for the likes of crawler 
vehicles to be loaded.

In the early ‘50s, many in the industry were 
still using ex military war surplus equipment 
to build one-off trailers to suit the work 
they were doing. However, in ’51, Crane’s of 
Dereham began pushing out the boundaries 
as Wynns and Pickfords fought head-to-head 

for supremacy in the ultra-heavy girder trailer 
game.

In ’63 Wynns were to put into service the 
first 12-axle girder trailer outfit and Pickfords 
were soon to follow with a similar load carrier 
as a reflection of the rising weight of traffic. 
In 1952, loads of 150 tons was about top 
weight but 16 years later, 307 tons was being 
handled. It was certainly big progress for our 
engineering manufacturers but the increase 
in weights and number of loads being moved 
prompted the authorities to flex their muscles.

The Motorway Age
Although legislation had always been around 
to allow for the legal movement of ‘out-of-

gauge’ abnormal loads, this only applied for 
gross weights up to 150 tons. So once that 
weight was topped, a ‘Special Order’ is needed 
which in essence is a piece of law allowing for 
the movement of a specific load along a specific 
route.

Pressure was put on the authorities by 
various bodies to try and curtail the disruption 
created through the movement of these huge 
loads. The Metropolitan Police had long held 
a decree that big abnormals passing through 
the metropolis were only escorted at night so 
congestion was reduced.

However, in the mid ‘60s, the anti was 
raised as the authorities decreed that hauliers 
doing long distance moves – say Edinburgh 
to London – were obliged to put the load on 
a ship to travel between the Forth and the 
Thames estuaries. To ease the burden of this 
request to use shipping more often, the CEGB 
oversaw the building of two specific ro-ro 
vessels. Operated by James Fisher & Sons, they 
were named ‘Aberthaw’ and ‘Kingsnorth’ Fisher 
to denote the first two power stations they 
delivered big loads into.

Other vessels / barges / coasters and the 
like were subsequently brought into use but of 
course loads still had to be moved at either end 
of the shipping journey. And – as luck would 
have it – some of the biggest names in electrical 
engineering had their factories at places like 
Stafford; Rugby and Loughborough which were 
miles away from the sea in the first place.

The devising of specific routes (from these 
places to a suitable sea port) that were strong 
enough to take the heaviest of loads was done 
but it was then realised that the upgrade of 
literally hundreds – probably thousands – of 
other weak stretches of roads over bridges 
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► The purpose-built ‘Kingsnorth’ and 
‘Aberthaw Fisher’ ro-ro vessels proved to be 
great servants for the heavy haulage industry.

and culverts would cost millions of pounds. 
And how o� en you brought big loads along 
a speci� c route just raised the question as 
to whether this expenditure was justi� ed. 
However, if you were to bring into play the use 
of hovercra�  technology then you could save a 
packet – and still not damage the road.

The Technical Bits
Research into the project commenced in 1962 
and this was developed by Vickers Ltd who had 
their air-cushion interests taken over by the 
British Hovercra�  Corporation. While many 
men spent many hours – and burnt many 
candles – in the creation of the Air Cushion 
Equipment (ACE), the basic physics in what 
they came up with is fairly straightforward to 
follow.

Imagine a girder trailer with a total gross 
weight of say 400 tons which is � tted with a 
total of 12 axles – six rows at either end. If 
evenly loaded, this means that each set of six 
axles is of course supporting 200 tons each – 
and each row of axles transferring about 33 
tons a time as it passes over a speci� c piece of 
roadway.

As the out� t’s weight of 400 tons is � xed, 
the ideal way to cross a weak stretch of road is 
to try and spread the passage of this weight as 
much as possible. Modern day girder out� ts 
are much longer and have more axles involved 
however to achieve a similar goal in the ‘60s, 
the innovative air cushion was brought into use.

If you look at a girder trailer there is a huge 
amount of space between the two sets of bogies 
/ axles. And it was this area that the hovercra�  
bo�  ns were to utilise. � e theory was to simply 
create a large cushion of air underneath the 
load by forcing in compressed air into what 
would be a sealed o�  section underneath 
the load which of course is supported on the 
trailer’s girders. In turn, the creation of such 
a ‘cushion’ would take some weight from the 
axles at either end of the trailer by transferring 
it onto the road beneath the ‘cushion.’

� e scientists were able to prove that the air 
cushion – in� ated to a pressure of between 1 
and 5psi – could actually support up to a third 
of the trailer’s gross weight. In other words, 
instead of that 400 ton example being split into 
two areas of 200 tons, once the system was 
activated, the crossing of the bridge would see 
the out� t exert about 133 tons on the three 
sets of areas taking the weight – the two sets of 
trailer axles plus the centrally located ‘cushion’ 
that was underneath the load.

The Equipment
If the theory behind ACE was easy to follow, 
its practical application was also easy to 
understand. All that was needed was the ability 
to generate some compressed air plus a system 
of ducting to take this air to a compartment 
that would be built (in temporary fashion) 
underneath the load / girder trailer.

On the � rst series of ACE, a four-wheel 

▲ Known as a fl oat trailer (as it fl oated behind) this Crane drawbar low loader was rated for 60 
ton loads. And while back then each 4-in-line was considered as being of two axles, in essence 
up to 40 tons a row could pass through onto the road surface.

▲ Into the ‘50s, Wynns was operating this six-axle Crane girder trailer seen enroute to 
Staythorpe in Nottinghamshire with a 140 tons transformer.

AIR CUSHION EQUIPMENT
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Commer Maxiload 16 ton van was utilised. 
It’s distinctive ‘circus wagon’ style of body was 
designed to carry the skirt where it was pulled 
up from the road for transport and slid back o�  
for a blow. � is 600lbs of skirt was just about 
hand-portable provided a lot of man-power 
was to hand.

Inside the body were four centrifugal 
blowers. � ese were driven by a Rolls-Royce 
B81 SV petrol engine which developed 235bhp 
at 4,000rpm. � e Commer would hook onto 
the rear of the girder trailer via a drawbar and 
would blow the hot air through ducting a�  xed 
to the back of the girder trailer. As the system 
came into use however, advances were made 
in its design and the subsequent building of 
the second series of ACE saw four gas-turbine 

driven axial compressors � tted directly onto 
the rear of the girder trailer to produce the 
compressed air. � is meant the use of the 
equipment inside the Commer van’s body 
wasn’t needed which in turn meant the rear 
pushing heavy haulage tractor could remain 
coupled to the out� t.

In both ACE 1 and ACE 2, the same 
� exible skirt was used in the creation of the 
‘cushion.’ While it was designed in modular 
form (which allowed its dimensions to be 
changed depending on the di� erent trailers 
it was used on) in practice, there were only 
a few – similar - girder trailers used by the 
small number of hauliers involved in this 
heavy-weight work, so the skirt’s dimension 
didn’t vary too much.

� e skirt was made of nylon-reinforced 
Neoprene and being built in sections, was 
put together as a sort of upside down, top-
less box. However, before it was dragged 
underneath the trailer, the loaded trailer 
itself had to have a � oor created so the 
‘cushion’ had something to li�  itself against. 
� e timbering-in of this underside space 
was normally done by a team of specialist 
carpenters who worked from the dimensions 
of the trailer in use to prepare the lengths 
and sizes of the timbering required.

Obviously the setting up of the ACE was 
very labour intensive and could take ‘days’ to 
be sorted. And once built onto the trailer, a 
test blow was carried out to ensure it would 
work correctly.

 Transport heritage

▲ Diagram showing / comparing the two ACE systems.

▼ Wynns were the fi rst to introduce the 12-axle girder trailer in 1963. With this outfi t having two tractors hooked on at the rear it suggests the 
crew were more concerned with the descents they had to contend with than any hill climbing.
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Legacy Sub-Station
� e � rst o�  cial outing of ACE 1 was done 
at Felin Puleston Bridge near Wrexham in 
early 1967 when Wynns were delivering a 
155 ton AEI transformer from Wythenshawe, 
Manchester to the Legacy sub-station. � e 
authorities were more than pleased with how 
the ‘blow’ was carried out as it was reckoned 
that had the equipment not been used, then 
strengthening of this speci� c bridge would 
have been needed. To carry out that upgrading 
work would apparently have cost £30,000 which 
was half the total cost in the making of the 
revolutionary air cushion system - so the system 
might well have paid for itself a� er doing only 
two jobs.

Perhaps the CEGB were even more pleased 
when a second crossing was made of the same 
‘weak’ bridge about a month later. � at too went 
o�  without mishap but what was pleasing was 
that a di� erent trailer was used, and the crew 
involved was able to adapt the equipment fairly 
easily to the di� erent � t.

Unlike a true hovercra�  where the 
compressed air li� s the ‘cra�  clear of the 
ground, the system used in ACE obviously just 
generates a partial li� . � e � exible skirt has 
thus two di� erent requirements to deal with – 
at the same time. As well as creating a seal to 
the ground in order to generate the cushion 
e� ect, it also has to keep that seal while it is 
being dragged slowly along the ground across 
the weak stretch of roadway. Various cables 
are � tted underneath to aid this towing need 
while the seal is allowed to move along the road 
because the bottom of the skirt is � tted with 
hardened shoes. Once the weak stretch has been 
negotiated and the cushion allowed to de� ate, 
an in-built jacking system allows the skirt to 
be li� ed clear of the ground. � is is kept up 
until the next ‘blow’ is to be done or until the 

▲ Brochure photos showing how the gear was set up. ▼

 the system used           
in ACE obviously just 
generates a partial                 
lift.  

Ê

equipment is removed from the trailer a� er the 
load has been delivered.

Twenty Years Of Service
In its � rst 10 years of operation, ACE 1 was 
activated in the negotiation of more than a 
thousand bridge crossings involving just less 
than 100 di� erent loads. Developed by the 
British Hovercra�  Corporation, the CEGB 
estimated it had saved rebuilding costs of more 
than £4 million. ACE 2 was brought on stream 
in 1978 although in service, this more self-
contained equipment was found to be harder 
to maintain. And in the end, it was scrapped 
in favour of re-using ACE 1 on the smaller 
number of occasions when the equipment was 
needed.

As roads (and bridges) were generally 
being enhanced and girder trailers supported 
by more axles, the need for this specialist 
equipment was gradually dispensed with. 
Mike Hetherington – who was then with 
Econofreight – believes the last job where ACE 
1 was used was in August 1989 when they 
moved a 200 tonnes transformer out of storage 
at Kells in Northern Ireland to a sub-station at 
Coolkeeragh.

Mike’s notes of the job reveals a schedule 
of: “3rd and 4th August: Assemble trailer then 

load transformer. 5th and 6th August: Fit 
ACE & test blow. 7th and 8th August: Move to 
Coolkeeragh. � e route was 72.3 miles long; 
there were six ACE blows and � ve changes of 
drawbar lengths from 3m to 7.5m to 10.5m. 
Westland provided a 4 man crew for the ACE 
operation and as per the Special Order: ACE 
provided 81.5 tonnes of air cushion relief along 
the 9.75m skirt under the load and trailer 
girders.”

Mike recalls this job was particularly 
memorable for all sorts of reasons. One 
occurrence we particularly liked was when 
Mike’s team had to drive the old ACE Commer 

▲ Air cushion in use by Wynns.

AIR CUSHION EQUIPMENT
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van from the ferry terminal at Larne to the 
start o�  point at Kells.

Enroute, they had to � ll up with fuel and 
while the Commer engine was powered by 
diesel, the Rolls-Royce engine carried inside 
the Commer’s body was propelled by petrol: 
“� e garage owner thought we were crazy 
because we were putting in diesel at one side of 
the Commer while topping up with petrol at 
the other.”

Mike believes the ACE vehicle and 
equipment may have ended its days at 
Littlebrook power station: “� e Commer was 
scrapped and the turbine equipment re-built 
on a Leyland T45 6x4 rigid chassis. But I think 
it has all been scrapped now as Littlebrook 
has long since closed.” If this is true, it seems 
rather sad that it wasn’t saved to display in an 
engineering museum as part of our industrial 
heritage.

� e heavy haulage industry now has more 
innovations up their sleeve to replace the ACE 
such as girder trailers � tted with 32 axles. At 
times, so-called bridge ra� s are still placed to 
bridge over a weak culvert / stretch of roadway. 
In essence, ra� s are a bridge over a bridge 
where no load is taken on the main bridge    
span itself.

� ere is also a system used called timbering 
which is local load spreading / surface 
protection from wheel damage. Such a set-up 
is then picked up a� er the stretch of road is 
negotiated and we like one timbering story that 

 Transport heritage

came from the USA.
When a generator stator weighing 217 tons 

had to be moved nine miles into an American 
power station, the entire length of road had 
to be covered with timber planks because the 
road was so weak. Apparently a team of 59 
men – working with crane equipped motors 
and timber carriers - had to li� ; move then lay 
down these timbers a total of 86 times just to 

get this one load to site.
We are of course not entirely sure whether 

there were any alternatives to the tedious 
task, but it seems a pity that no one seemed 
to be aware of what the bo�  ns from the 
British Hovercra�  Corporation could have 
o� ered to have done instead. As they so aptly 
demonstrated, ACE was a lot more than just a 
load of hot air. v

Photos above & right: Mike Hetherington 
recalls this job into Dinorwic in North Wales 
was in 1986 and involved a 260 tonnes 
transformer: “The skirt and ducting had to 
be fi tted after the trailer had negotiated 
the tunnel as the clearance was very tight. I 
remember Albert Vincent telling me one of 
the lads was standing in the goosenecks to 
watch the clearance and got a face full of bats 
which were hanging off  the tunnel roof.” Mike 
recalls the Series 2 equipment wasn’t as good 
as 1 in service so wasn’t used.

▲ This is a great example of a bridging raft. The roadtrain weight was close to 500 tons and the 
inner stator core was destined for Inverkip power station. The rather weak railway bridge was on 
Cardwell Road in Gourock and the bridging raft ensured none of this weight was transferred to 
the weak bridge.
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Scania had made good with the 
big R cab 112 tractor in 4x2 
form. As part of the Scania 2 
Series range, the R112 was very 

much a success. These included the low 
datum P cab P82 16-tonner, the P92 
six-wheeled rigid and the P112 tractor. 
The taller R cab was used also on the 
formidable V8 R142 tractors as well, but 
I’ll look at those later.

The angular R112 was more 
aerodynamic than the Scania 111 that 
preceded it. Despite being big and boxy, 
the extra rake on the windscreen and 
other features revealed an aerodynamic 
advantage in wind tunnel tests. The cab 
had excellent vision and driver comfort 
was aided by good ergonomics, easy to 
view instruments and low internal cab 

noise. The charge-cooled engines were 
powerful with the 11-litre DSC11 15 
series yielding 305bhp and useful torque. 
This was followed by an uprated DSC 
1101 with 333bhp in 1983.

However, the Scania 10-speed range-
change GR 870 gearbox came in for 
some criticism as it was a lot slower to 
operate than some other rival makes.

Meanwhile, for 38-ton operation, 
Scania came up with a tag-axle tractor 
(one of the first manufacturers to do so 
for the UK market) and by early 1983 it 
was in production. It came initially with 
a 10ft 2in wheelbase, followed by 9ft 4in 
version.  The tag axles were lowered and 
raised by means of an electro-hydraulic 
bogie lift and the tractors came in at just 
under 7 tonnes loaded with all fluids.

Scania tag-axle tractors were 
occasionally seen with only one wheel 
deeper inside of the rearmost axle. 
This was to provide clearance for when 
using older trailers to prevent catching 
the landing legs. Sometimes lights and 
mudguards could be caught too. From 
the front, they looked like a regular 
4x2 tractor. The tag axle arrangement 
was not always ideal as it often affected 
the steering making it somewhat vague 
when loaded and led to a harsher ride. 
This was offset by the fact with the axle 
lifted, reversing was often better in tight 
spots. It should be noted that ERF, DAF, 
Mercedes and MAN all had twin-steers 
on the market by 1983 while Volvo had 
a self-steer version of its F12 model, so 
Scania were missing out. With no Scania 

▲ This 1986 Scania R112 had a rear lift axle which appears to perhaps have scrubbed on the ground as it corners hard. The loaded rig belonged to D&A 
Heavy Haulage of Greenfield in Oldham and was photographed on its way to the M6 in the Midlands in June 1994.

Transport heritage

A HEAVIER BOX
Mark Gredzinski 
looks back at the 
Scania R112. 
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Words & photos: Mark Gredzinski

twin-steer 6x2 around, it was York Truck 
Equipment of Corby that converted the 
� rst Scanias, although these were on the 
low datum cab P112 models.

Scania’s own 6x2 twin-steer � nally 
came on stream in late 1986 and was 
a precursor for the similar 113 models 
that were available not long a� erwards 
in early 1988. It took a while because 
Scania had to sort out the packaging of 
the steered axle and its placement on the 
chassis within the constraints of fuel and 
air tanks etc. Just as Scammell had done 
before in developing the 6x2 Roadtrain 
for Leyland which had a very compact 

▲ Cotton Transport were based in Burton on Trent and used a few Scanias including this 1984  lift axle 
112. The picture was taken in May 1989, not far from its base near Lichfi eld, Staff s.

▲ RT Keedwell of Somerset has a large fl eet of over 500 vehicles and used to use a lot of Scanias. 
Mercedes lorries are now favoured and together with warehousing and haulage, the company also 
runs K&W Brick and Block Ltd.  This 1985 Scania was hauling bricks on a self-load trailer, seen passing 
through Walsall in July 1994 using a 24mm wide angle lens and fi ll-in fl ash to get the shot.

THE SCANIA R1122

 Cotton Transport were based in Burton on Trent and used a few Scanias including this 1984  lift axle 

◄ A regular 
Scania user was 
AR Keen and 
Son of Telford 
in Shropshire. 
They used to run 
Scania 111 and 
141 tractors and 
this 1988 R112m 
was closely 
followed by 
another in the 
fl eet as it passed 
by on the M6 in 
March 1994.

 the Scania 10-speed 
range-change GR 870 
gearbox came in for       
some criticism  

112. The picture was taken in May 1989, not far from its base near Lichfi eld, Staff s.
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▲ Mike Horwoods Transport used to run out of Maidenhead in Berkshire. 
They used to run a 1987 and this 1988 Scania lift axle 112m on general 
haulage. Both were seen passing through my neck of the woods in Walsall, 
this example being photographed in 1995.

chassis arrangement. It was a simpler 
process to engineer a tag axle to � t a�  
of the drive axle on a conventional 4x2 
design and simply extend the chassis. 
� e twin-steer was generally smoother 
than a tag and gave a better drive for the 
man at the tiller. It provided better trailer 
clearance too. � e tag axle when raised 
sometimes had a tendency to cause the 
tractor to oscillate when it was driven 
unladen.

Drivers were keen on the big Scania 
because it was roomy, comfortable and 
fast. Depending on the weight and 
shape of the load, a sympathetically 
driven 112 could return up to 8mpg 
on average terrain. � e 112 sounded 
good as well. Not as throaty as the 
V8 R142, but pulling from stationary 
when loaded, particularly if sporting 
vertical a� ermarket exhaust stacks, 
they had a powerful growl. Operators 
included Olivers Transport, Orchone of 
Immingham, Round Oak Motor Services 
of Dudley, WH Malcolm of Brook� eld, 
Montgomery Haulage, RT Keedwell of 
Somerset, Adam Jones of Blackheath 
and William Clegg of Fenwick.  I have 
photographs of all of the above but 
they never made the � nal selection.  All 
in all, the Scania 112 6x2 was a rather 
magni� cent lorry to behold. v

▲ Light snow was on the ground in early December 1990 when this photograph was taken. This 
smart Scania had its lift axle raised as it was only partially laden. It was run by Leslie J Mellor of 
Glossop in Derbyshire. There is small name, ‘Liam’ sign-written on the left, under the windscreen.
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▲ James Bridge Steel Stockholders of Birmingham specialise in plate and 
slab steel. Naturally a substantial tractor is needed and this 1986 Scania 
R112 would have fi tted the bill nicely. It may well have been a 6x4 tractor as 
it’s not clear from this angle. The picture was taken at Wednesbury in the 
West Midlands, one morning in October 1989.

▲ Based in the Essington district of Wolverhampton, F&L Transport used 
this 1988 twin-steer Scania 112 for brick and block haulage. Behind it is a 
similar version but this is an updated Scania 113. The picture was taken one 
Sunday in 1992 while I was mooching around with my camera.

▲ A Hingley Transport, Brieley Hill near Dudley, have a long association 
with Scanias but now have other makes in the fl eet like Renault and MAN. 
This photo was taken over the road from Walsall’s Manor Hospital on a 
warm autumn afternoon around 1990. The driver is taking a well-earned 
few minutes rest having been up since the early hours, and the Scania 
appears to be on contract work to steel stockholders ASK McGowan.

▲ Thomas Houston & Son of Johnstone in Scotland were long time users 
of the Scania marque. They used to run both 4x2 and twin-steer Scania 111 
tractors and had at least fi ve Scania R112 lift axle units. This 1988 example 
however, was a twin-steer and was among some of my early night time 
experimental photography. The exposure for this picture was around 4 to 
5 minutes.

▲ Not far from the Santa Pod drag strip in Wollaston, Northamptonshire, 
was ACK Haulage who used to run mainly Scanias. I accompanied a racing 
pal to their yard and while there got a snap of this Scania 112 with its rear 
axle lifted.

▲ A Hingley Transport, Brieley Hill near Dudley, have a long association A Hingley Transport, Brieley Hill near Dudley, have a long association A Hingley Transport, Brieley Hill near Dudley, have a long association 

James Bridge Steel Stockholders of Birmingham specialise in plate and 
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▲ Northrose Ltd of Droitwich in Worcestershire had a few Scania 
112 models. One February morning in 1991 I clambered onto a large 
roundabout in Walsall, to get a unique viewpoint and also to capture the 
low winter light on any lorries that came by. I was rewarded with a pair of 
Northrose Scanias, led by a 1986 lift-axle tractor hauling steel.

▲ Beck and Pollitzer have long specialised in heavy haulage and machine 
installation. They have used a variety of tractors including Scania 141 V8s, 
and in July 1994 I captured this twin-steer 112 and loaded step frame trailer 
from the Midlands division of the company.

▲ I’m not sure where R.E.D Haulage were based 
but this 1985 Scania belonged to an owner 
driver. Loaded with logs, it was photographed 
on the A40 near Birdwood in Gloucestershire one 
August afternoon.

◄ Lawsons Haulage of Cockermouth in Cumbria 
has always run a tidy fl eet. They now run DAFs 
and Volvos alongside the Scanias. In April 1999 I 
went around the lorry parks and streets of Walsall 
experimenting with my night photography to 
capture this 1984 Scania 112. The photo was 
achieved by taking a whole series of 400mm 
telephoto shots of the moon’s eclipse. I took care 
to keep the moon in the top of the frame. Then 
the fi lm was rewound into the cassette and with 
the same camera, a 50mm ‘standard’ lens was 
used to take truck shots, keeping the sky area 
clear so hopefully the moon would appear.  

Beck and Pollitzer have long specialised in heavy haulage and machine 
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▲ This neatly sheeted 1987 twin-steer Scania 112 was photographed at the 
Thomas Ingles yard in Wolverhampton, and belonged to Pontefract Bros 
Haulage. An afternoon in November 1988, I’d gone to the yard to try and 
get one of Ingles’ old Guy tractors as they were still running a couple of Big 
J4 units at the time.

▲ From Holyhead on the Isle of Anglesey, RJ Roberts and Sons used to 
run cream and maroon Fodens many moons ago. They then had a fair few 
Scania 111 tractors and when they changed to two-tone green cabs, Scania 
112 tractors like this 1985 example were followed by 113 models. This tautly 
roped and sheeted tractor was captured on the M6 in March 1991.

▼ Loaded high with planks of wood, this very tidy 1984 lift-axle Scania sported a spoiler under the front bumper. The machine belonged to Ian Brumpton 
of Winterton in Scunthorpe. The lorry was photographed passing through Walsall on the ring road in August 1993.
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Newly restored, it was one of the 
stars at the recent Llandudno 
Festival of Transport. Few will 
be familiar with its make, but, 

it’s as technically interesting today as it was 
when new 69 years ago.

Chinwagging as you do, Ken and Ray 
Walsh mentioned to David Beckett they 
were on the lookout for a new restoration 
project. That was at the Kelsall Rally in June 
last year. “If you come across anything you 
think might be of interest, we might take a 
look. But if it isn’t rare, or isn’t unusual, or 
doesn’t have some kind of story, don’t waste 
your breath.” (The Washes are always blunt 
and to the point.) 

 Classic restoration

The quest for something unique to restore over the winter months led brothers 
Ken and Ray Walsh to a 1949 alloy integral underframe Beadle bus converted 
by operator Crosville into a mobile publicity and coach tour ticket office. Ed 
Burrows charts progress from the start last autumn to completion ready for last 
month’s Llandudno Transport Festival 

facilities at the Hooton Park Hangers 
heritage complex adjacent to the Vauxhall 
Motors plant at Ellesmere Port, Cheshire. 
The Hooton Park site used to be a military 
airfield. Some of the buildings date back to 
World War One.

Next day David Beckett reappeared. 
“I think I’ve just the thing. It’s a former 
Crosville single decker bus.” 

You’ve said the wrong thing there, chum, 
mused Ray Walsh to himself…

Ken is maintenance director of 
Manchester’s Belle Vue luxury coach 
business, which also operates a fleet of 
yellow school buses under a local authority 
contract. “We don’t do buses, said Ken. 

“And it has to be nice and bad – in a 
condition most people wouldn’t want to take 
on. We also like the challenge of restoring 
vehicles that to start off with we know little 
or nothing about – finding out as we go 
along is half the fun. Oh – and it has to be 
cheap, and not too big to squeeze into The 
Den.”

‘The Den’ is their lockup workshop in 
Greater Manchester. Admission is strictly 
invitation only. Those who do visit are liable 
to find themselves given a job to do – and it 
wouldn’t be making the tea.   

David Beckett is one of the organisers 
of the Griffin Trust museum and vehicle 
conservation group. The Trust has extensive 

Built in 1949, Crosville later converted two 7ft wide Beadles 
to mobile travel promotion and ticket sales offices.

BUSMAN’S 
HOLIDAY 
BUSMAN’S 
HOLIDAY 
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“That’s the day job. Anyway, we’ve done 
coaches and buses. We’ve learned the hard 
way – they can be expensive to restore. We’re 
only pocket-money part timers, remember.”

David Beckett explained that the vehicle 
– registration number JFM 990, Crosville 
fleet number SP/SC-18 – was one of a pair 
built by Beadle. They entered service with 
Crosville in 1949 and taken out of service 
ten years later for conversion into mobile 
publicity and tourism information centres. 

David Beckett had ticked the first box: the 
name Beadle was unknown to the Walshes. 
And JFM 990’s twin hadn’t survived. He 
agreed to email some pictures. They had to 
admit, it looked unusual. So – another box 
ticked.

The Griffin Trust had inherited the Beadle, 
which after being taken out of service in the 
mid-1970s had more or less rested in one 
bed of nettles after another as successive 
attempts at restoration were abandoned. As 
the name implies, the Griffin Trust’s primary 
interest is in the products of Vauxhall 

▲ Beauty in the eye of the beholder: to the delight of the Walshes, after 40 years of neglect, 
the Beadle was ‘nice and bad’.

▲ The front was later painted green. The Walshes hope someone will turn up with the 
original Crosville cut-out lettering. 

◄ Dartford, 
Kent bus and 
coach builder 
Beadle 
used an all-
aluminium 
underframe 
instead of a 
conventional 
chassis.

beadle bus conversionWords: Ed Burrows. Photos: Ed Burrows,
Griffin Trust, K & R Walsh Bros
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 Classic restoration

 they’d attack the 
Beadle in parallel with 
another restoration project 
they had on the go  

▲ The Beadle’s interior, stripped bare and exposing the alloy underframe before Ray Walsh 
began rebuilding work.

Motors, most speci� cally Bedfords. � e 
Beadle was built using Bedford automotive 
units, which explains why it � nally came 
into the Trust’s possession. 

At the end of July last year Ken and Ray 
moseyed over to Ellesmere Port to give 
it the once over. As well as delighting the 
Walshes by being in a sorry condition, two 
things in particular got their attention. � e 
underframe was unusual in being light 
alloy, similar to the integral-construction 
Jensen 6-tonner they’d restored in 2014. 
Unfamiliarity with aluminium structures 
was perhaps one of the reasons others 
had shied away from the Beadle as a 
restoration project. What also appealed 
was that at one time JFM 990 had been 
based at Crosville’s Llandudno depot. � e 
Walshes relish nothing more than setting 
themselves preposterously tight deadlines 
for completion. 

� ey read each other’s minds: they’d 
attack the Beadle in parallel with another 
restoration project they had on the go, 
which they were committed to completing 
in time for last month’s Llandudno Festival 
of Transport. � ey’d top that by having the 
Beadle � nished for Llandudno as well. (� e 
‘other vehicle’ was the Leyland Clydesdale 
you might have read about in the May issue 
of Heritage Commercials.) 

In suitably downplayed negotiating tones, 
they told David Beckett that yes, they were 
interested. � e Gri�  n Trust’s volunteers 
are biased more towards preservation than 
restoration – they don’t really tackle wrecks. 
But it was evident that above all, David 
Beckett wanted to see the vehicle saved. 

Trust.
A friend of the Walshes, Kevin Taylor, 

of the Ken Taylor haulage and commercial 
vehicle repair business in Hudders� eld, 
volunteered to transport the Beadle on 
its lowloader from Ellesmere Port to ‘� e 
Den’ in Greater Manchester. � e move was 
carried out last August Bank Holiday. 

With the vehicle now in their hands, 
it was time for Ken and Ray to properly 
understand what they were taking on and 
researching its history.

Crosville in its heyday operated a bus 
network covering Merseyside, Cheshire 
and the North half of Wales. Its huge 
� eet served pretty well every town and 
village on the area’s map. � e two Beadles 
initially operated from the Llandudno 
Junction depot. � ey seated 35. Six inches 
narrower than the seven feet six inches legal 
maximum applying at the time, they were 
ideal for the narrow lanes and bridges in the 
remoter parts of North Wales. A� er being 
rebuilt in 1959 as mobile information and 
ticket o�  ces, they were used to promote 
holiday travel within the region – by 
Crosville coaches and stage buses, naturally 
– and did the rounds of resorts, and events 
such as agricultural shows, eisteddfods.

In 1953/54 Crosville replaced the original 

� e Llandudno idea seemed to do the trick, 
whether or not he believed it was realistic. 
“If the price is right, we’ll do a deal,” said 
Ken. � ey shook on the brothers having the 
Beadle in return for a donation to the Gri�  n 

▲ Sleeping accommodation for rally stopovers is behind the kitchen area. Work included 
adding ceiling insulation. 
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Bedford OB-type petrol engine with a 4.7-
litre Perkins P6 diesel.

Experimental chassis 
In 1945, the Beadle bus and coach 
bodybuilding business in Dartford, Kent 
experimented with a single-decker bus 
incorporating an aluminium alloy integral-
type chassis. Successive prototypes had 
Commer, Leyland, Bedford and Dennis 
engines. Production of integrals commenced 
in 1948, with most sales going to Crosville’s 
parent, the state-owned Tilling group. 
� e integral underframe structure was 
available in under� oor- and front-engined 
con� gurations. � e under� oor option 
bene� tted from collaboration with Sentinel, 
the only manufacturer at the time with 
an engine designed for under-chassis 
installation. Not only was the use of an 
all-alloy structure novel at the time, it can 
legitimately be claimed that Beadle initiated 
the under� oor engine con� guration adopted 
by others in the Britain’s bus and coach 
industry during the 1950s.

Although Bedford and Morris-
Commercial running unit options were the 
norm, re� ecting Beadle’s takeover by the 
Rootes group, in its � nal years the company 
o� ered the option of Commer running 
units – including the TS3 two-stroke diesel 
which, being notoriously noisy, wasn’t really 
suited to passenger vehicle installation. In 
all, Beadle is reckoned to have produced 
as many as 500 aluminium alloy integral-
platform single-deck passenger vehicles by 
the time production ceased in 1957.

To put Beadle’s structural innovation 
into perspective, it may be assumed it was 
in� uenced by Jensen, which just prior 
to WW2 built prototype trucks with a 
similar aluminium alloy integral frame/

▲ After the fi rst outings, a larger steering wheel was fi tted to reduce eff ort negotiating sharp 
turns and roundabouts. 

BEADLE BUS CONVERSION

▲ Prudent upgrades included 
supplementing the original vacuum gauge 
and speedo with oil and water gauges. 

▲ Ray Walsh’s self-taught coachbuilding skills came into their own making new frames and 
wooden panelling.  

load platform (also known as unitary 
construction). Jensen began quantity 
production a year or so ahead of Beadle’s 
new bus.

Beadle’s choice of aluminium was 
fortuitous. At the time these vehicles 
were in production, UK steel output was 
geared towards the manufacture of goods 
for export. Aluminium, recycled from 
thousands of dismantled ex-wartime aircra� , 
was in plentiful supply.    

� e Beadle’s underframe comprises four 
longitudinal H-section main beams – two 
inner and two perimeter members with 
integrated wheel arch pieces. � e cross-

bearers are also H-section units and the 
same depth as the longitudinal beams. 
� e structure is pop-riveted throughout. 
(Although not essential, the Walshes elected 
to veer on the side of caution, drilling out 
200 rivets and re-riveting with stainless-steel 
replacements.)

� e alloy loadbearing structure reduced 
weight. Despite its size, the Beadle weighs 
only 3.5 tons or so. Less weight required 
less power, and therefore potentially better 
performance and lower fuel consumption.

Work began in earnest last September, 
a� er Ken and Ray carried out a meticulous 
inch-by-inch inspection of JFM 990’s 
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▲ Ray Walsh fits a front wheel spat, ready for the brothers’ new pride and joy to have its 
photo taken. 

 The Perkins probably 
hadn’t turned over for 
decades. It fired up after 
ten minutes   

bodywork side of things, Ken on the engine, 
transmission and brakes – everything 
mechanical, hydraulic and electrical. But 
they don’t try to give the impression they do 
it all by themselves. They have an eager band 
of helpers – and Ken Walsh is definitely 
Mr Motivator. Some who give hands-on 
assistance are experts in a particular field. 
Others are trade suppliers who get caught 
by the brothers’ enthusiasm and do-it-now 
mindset and respond accordingly to urgent 
requests.

Whilst Ray began clearing out the jumbled 
mess of the interior and systematically 
removing the plywood side and floor 
panels, Ken – who self-deprecatingly refers 
to himself as the Artful Dodger – decided 
to get the engine running. The Perkins 
probably hadn’t turned over for decades. 
It fired up after ten minutes or so and 
sounded okay. Helped by Chris Kershaw, 
one of their closest mates, the front panels 
were removed and the engine and gearbox 
taken out, followed by the fuel tank, exhaust 
system, front and rear hubs, brake shoes and 
cylinders, servo, vacuum tank, brake master 
cylinder and pipework.

external bodywork, roof, underframe and 
interior.

“For us, once we commit, it’s all-out war. 
And you don’t go to war without photo 
reconnaissance. Then you have an idea of 
what you’re up against and can begin to 
work out a strategy,” explains Ken Walsh. 
“We photograph everything, before, 

during and after. With areas that have to be 
dismantled, we have a record of how things 
go back together after parts are renovated or 
replicated. This is especially important with 
a vehicle that’s unique and there’s nothing 
else like it that could refer to.”

The Walshes allocate tasks between 
themselves. Ray takes the lead on the 

▲ By the middle of last winter, the Beadle bodywork had been made good and ready for painting, which took two weeks.
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▲ The 69-year old’s fi rst outing, to the Llandudno Festival, a 200-mile 
roundtrip, was done under its own power. 

Redesign and upgrade
To get at the radiator and front of the engine 
necessitated removing the entire front 
panelling and windscreen surround. It was 
decided there and then that for easier access, 
they would redesign the way the front of 
the Beadle was assembled without altering 
the � nished appearance. � e growing list 
of remedial work now included a new 
radiator, complete new exhaust system 
and the replacement of all hoses and clips. 
� e decision was also made to replace the 
gearbox with a 4-speed synchromesh and � t 
a larger clutch, and to replace the dynamo 
with an alternator.

“� ere’s a total di� erence between 
renovation to preserve originality and a 
vehicle in a condition that’s too far gone for 
that, says Ken Walsh. “Upgrading here and 

there might o� end some people, but we like 
a classic to be practical – and comfortable 
being driven to and from events rather than 
being moved on a low loader. Safety is the 
fundamental issue, and driveability is part 
of that, which is why we � tted a synchro box 
for example, and a bigger wheel to make 
steering easier – and a reversing camera. 
Modi� cations like this are consistent with a 
vehicle that’s in regular use. Look at it this 
way. Crosville had no reservations about 
swapping the Beadle’s original Bedford 
petrol engine for the P6 a� er a few years in 
service.”

� e Walshes are similarly particular about 
tyres. “We always have our restorations MoT 
tested,” Ken Walsh continues. “And unless 
they are good – which is very unusual on the 
kind of wrecks we take on – we � t new tyres. 

I can see tyres being one of the areas where a 
lot of classics are going to fall foul of the new 
MoT regime, which is all black-and white 
now, with no grey areas.”

Now fully retired, these days Ray is more 
of a full-timer than a hobbyist. It took him 
four weeks and � ve gallons of industrial-
grade paint stripper to take the exterior to 
bare metal. � e roof was especially di�  cult – 
the roof structure of ‘� e Den’ allowed only 
18 inches of clearance. “Good exercise,” he 
quips. “You should try it – if you don’t mind 
raw hands.” With the paint removed, all 
joints were re-sealed and � bre-glassed over. 

A� er stripping out the interior plywood 
panelling – salvaging as much as possible – 
the aluminium interior structural members 
and underframe were cleaned and the 
frame treated with aluminium oxide paint. 

▲ The dining area, by the rear entrance. All seating newly 
upholstered, is authentic bus style. Weary rally visitors love it.  

▼ This Kenworth Australia C510 twin-steer, triple-drive was specc’d to haul ore mine trains 
of circa 200 tonnes gross. 

BEADLE BUS CONVERSION

▲ The Beadle looks quite diff erent with its front wheel spats in place. They are not worn when the vehicle is driven. 

▲ The 69-year old’s fi rst outing, to the Llandudno Festival, a 200-mile  The 69-year old’s fi rst outing, to the Llandudno Festival, a 200-mile  The 69-year old’s fi rst outing, to the Llandudno Festival, a 200-mile 
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▲ Time lord Ken Walsh says the 13-hour clock creates more time for completing projects in 
weeks or months, not years.

 Classic restoration

A Llandudno visitor remembered having his job interview in 
JFM 990 when Crosville temporarily used it as an offi  ce. 

 After sanding and filling 
minor dents, the roof was 
sealed with stone chip paint 
to make it watertight   
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 Time lord Ken Walsh says the 13-hour clock creates more time for completing projects in 

on a tubular chrome stand. Ken is about to 
explain, but Ray cuts him to the quip: “It’s 
a dead parrot. Unlike my brother, it doesn’t 
talk.”

On the side above the dining area is a 
clock numbered with 13 hours. “It gives us 
two extra hours a day,” laughs Ken. How else 
do you think we managed this in less than six 
months from start to � nish – � tting in one                                                                          
or two other projects along the way, of 
course.” v

Up front behind the driving compartment, a 
two-bunk bedroom with sink; on the o� side, 
to its rear, a kitchen area with cooker and 
fridge; in the central area, newly upholstered 
bus-type seats on each side; at the back, a 
dining area, bene� tting from the three full-
width window panels of the original design 
(two of which have been tinted with opaque 
� lm for greater privacy). 

A tatty parrot – not so much stu� ed as 
never actually having been alive – is perched 

Replacement alloy panels included the 
lower rear body, and new detachable spats 
were fabricated for the front wheels. Ray 
also made new wooden frames for the large 
advertising display panels on the o� side of 
the body and the nearside at either end of 
the long, crank-operated, li� -up awning. 

A� er cleaning, painting and servicing, the 
engine and gearbox were reinstalled and the 
electrics comprehensively rewired. 

Now in running condition, the Beadle was 
moved to Belle Vue’s paint shop. Like several 
members of the company’s maintenance 
team, paint man Robin Churcher gets a kick 
out of working on the Walshes’ restorations. 
But there was rather more to this than the 
brothers’ usual trucks. � e process took two 
weeks. A� er sanding and � lling minor dents, 
the roof was sealed with stone chip paint 
to make it watertight. � e entire exterior 
was � rst sprayed with etching primer, then 
two coats of 2-pack primer, then three coats 
of 2-pack for the � nal Crosville green and 
cream livery.

Painting � nished, Michael Baker of Carlyle 
Bus and Coach Glazing � tted 13 specially 
made windows and polycarbonate roof 
lights.

With the Beadle now watertight, Ray set 
about the interior. � ey show you round. 
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Classic lightweights

A Beaut of
a Ute

The appeal of the Australian 
light commercial scene still 
is a big attraction to many 
enthusiasts here in the UK, 

and indeed owners. On the one hand 
in most cases they are in good, if not 
excellent condition having spent a lot of 
time in the sun and secondly, they o� er 
a rather di� erent look to our home-
grown specimens which make them 
stand out from the crowd. In what way 
you may ask? Well the main answer is in 
the roo� ine. Most utes are very rotund, 
almost bubble like, and can o� en have 
di� erent rear side panels, but what 
annoys me, and many owners is when 
magazines who really should know 
better refer to British or American pick-
ups as utes; they are not!

Over the years, I have seen many 

examples imported but most have 
been based upon the Vauxhall E-series, 
Ford Zephyr/Zodiac Mk2 and earlier 
perpendicular Fords, Austin A70s and 
some Hillmans. � ese are all examples 
of those from the lower end of the 
market but the next step up are the more 
plusher ones, and that bracket is mostly 
dominated by the Armstrong Siddeley 
Whitley, the last model from the 
Lancaster, Typhoon, Hurricane and the 
rare Tempest family to enter production. 

� e Whitley arrived as a sports saloon 
in 1949 and lasted until 1954. � ere 
were two versions and a rare limousine 
on a long wheel-base chassis but 
probably the most well known were the 
examples converted to coupe utilities 
and primarily bound for Australia. You 
have to remember that immediately 

Name a luxurious and comfortable higher-class marque. 
You have probably listed something like a Bentley or 
Rolls-Royce which is the obvious choice for many but 
now add one that has a true ‘commercial’ connection 
and one that has not been converted by a specialist 
coachbuilder. Dean Reader asked that to Hampshire 
resident and New Zealand born Richard Emeny and he 
simply said; ‘come around to mine and I will show you’ 
and Dean came away enlightened. 

a� er the Second World War, the buzz 
word in British car building was ‘export 
or die’ and over there, they loved their 
commercials, so it was sensible for 
a manufacturer to build a product 
speci� cally for that market.

Apart from the obvious changes, the 
rest was simply Whitley. � at is using the 
18hp 2309cc straight-six OHV engine 
developing 75bhp coupled to a four-
speed manual box with synchromesh 
(although the pre-selector box was an 
option). Keeping contact with the road 
was independent torsion-bar front 
suspension and a live rear axle with 
bee� er uprated rear springs and shock 
absorbers. � e bodywork came in two 
guises; standard coupe utility and a 
station coupe, the latter having a small 
rear bench seat although this created 
a smaller load area. � is combination 
however was particularly handy for 
those working on the large sheep farms 
and these tough utes could carry the 
workmen and their livestock or tools. 

In 1950, the price for the standard 
light commercial vehicle was £1040 
plus tax and with reputation being 
everything, this 10cwt truck did its 
job admirably and sold well; like other 
commercials, exterior trim like bumpers 
and hubcaps were more plain and 
simple. So popular were these in fact, it 
is believed in Armstrong Siddeley circles 
about 1700 or so examples were built 

The 1949 ute was originally used as a works 
hack Armstrong Siddeley’s Brisbane base. 

Owner Richard Emeny.
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ARMSTRONG SIDDELEY

with at least 1300 going to Australia 
alone. I would estimate that of all the 
examples currently in the UK, both 
complete and part restored, the � gure 
could be just under double � gures, but 
they are spread so far apart around 
the country that when one appears, it 
garners much admiration. � e 18hp 
range was replaced by the more modern 
looking 346/Sapphire but it is unclear 
if any were built for ‘down under’ 
although at least 45 pick-ups were built 
for the Middle Eastern oil � elds with 
one possibly in storage in the UK, along 
with an example based upon a LWB 
limousine chassis. � is was built to the 
order of Adcock & Shipley to display 
their machinery tools; the pick-up 
survives and the last I heard it was being 
restored.

Rugged Toys For Boys 
I have seen and chatted to Richard at car 
shows many times as he has a collection 
of classics which change o� en but there 
are always at least � ve or more in the 
garages. � erefore, I was amazed when 
I arrived at his home to see this 1949 
Station Coupe sitting in all its beige 
glory. Nearby was another example in a 
state of disrepair. � is was his � rst one 
that he imported from Australia and he 
knew then that the restoration was going 
to be a long one. He is keen to add that 
importing a classic from Oz can be a 

Ê

▲ The interior is basic and functional; 
seat covers are a Richard trademark. 

 I was amazed when             
I arrived at his home to 
see this 1949 Station 
Coupe  

▲ There’s a generous load area, more with the tailgate down.

▲ The alligator-style bonnet as fi tted to many cars of this period.

I was amazed when             
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more than I am, and whilst the engine 
was out he set to and cleaned up the 
engine bay, painting it beige to match 
the exterior, likewise detailing the engine 
itself.

Some of the ute’s history was known 
as well. It was originally used as a works 
hack at Armstrong Siddeley’s Brisbane 
base for many years before going to a 
Cli� ord Grise, who incidentally also 
owned the rough one Richard purchased 
- what a small world! It then went to 
Adelaide with someone before going to 
a garage to be sold. It sat unloved and 
un-purchased for a while before Alec 

George Evens purchased it and brought 
it the many miles by boat to the UK.

Have You Seen Shaun 
The Sheep?
In my aim to � nd the perfect backdrop, 
I wanted something with a farming or 
agricultural background, a� er all, this 
ute was once happy bouncing across 
rough ground chasing sheep so I le�  this 
conundrum with Richard as he lives in 
Sway, in the heart of the New Forest so 
he must know someone with a farm?

I got a call to say he had hit gold, 
and I am not talking amber nectar gold 
either. Via a friend, he spoke to Steve 
Blom� eld and he had some sheep in a 
rented � eld over in Milford-on-Sea so 
that where we headed out. I mastered the 
technique of entering a suicide-doored 
classic and gave the door a slam - good 
solid doors back then. With nothing in 
� rst except pull o� , second gear saw us 
hit 20mph, then 3rd for 30mph and into 
4th and I was amazed at how smooth it 
was, its posh roots coming to the fore 
I reckon, and we bounded along down 
the country lanes. Not that she is raced 
anywhere but Richard thinks she would 
hit 70mph easily, but you just don’t feel 
like doing that. Handling was good as 
well for a heavy beast. You forget that 
this is a commercial vehicle even when 
we slow down for the speed humps, 
these not even being felt from the hard 

costly one.
However, not knowing exactly how 

this or that should look or where 
something should be � tted, he decided 
to purchase a complete example. � at 
way he could examine one in detail and 
also try it out. How many of us have 
bought something we have fancied and 
realised that the dream is not what we 
were expecting?

XBV 430 was imported into the UK 
around 2015 and required some engine 
work and some minor fettling. It also 
received a respray with the red accents 
and had the seats and door cards 
re-trimmed. It was used for a while until 
being advertised for sale and that’s when 
Richard bought it. You would think that 
buying a truck for well over £5000 it 
would be ready to roll but sadly it was far 
from it as soon a� er there was a major 
engine failure, so Richard had no choice 
but to get it rebuilt; the gearbox was 
checked at the same time and deemed 
ok. Richard is a stickler for detail, far 

▲ The engine is nicely detailed and painted to match.

▲ A period advert from Australia.
▲ Plain and simple hubcaps for this old 
workhorse; chunky tyres are a necessity. 

 It was originally used as 
a works hack at Armstrong 
Siddeley’s Brisbane base 
for many years   
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▼ The load-bed cover is a welcome addition for the UK.

ARMSTRONG SIDDELEY

rear suspension. � e three-seater 
bench seat was supremely comfy 
although it had been re-covered so I 
guess any sagginess was sorted at the 
same time. One interesting feature that 
confused me was when I tried to open 
the quarter light; it is in fact one-piece 
glass panel. I noted the blind in the rear 
window, another popular feature on 
Australian cars and commercials but was 
ba�  ed when Richard said it was � xed; I 
could not see what use it would play. 

Arriving at our destination, it was 
perfect in a British sort of way whereby 

the sheep were in a � eld; an Aussie 
‘� eld’ would be like a county! I forgave 
Richard when he realised that the rear 
compartment was full of rubbish for the 
tip; ‘hey, it’s built to haul so don’t worry 
about it’ I said, and we headed home, 
feeling sad in the knowledge that I had a 
lamb roast in the oven that night!

My thanks go to Richard for his time 
and to Steve for access to the land. v

◄ A classic feature of any old car – suicide doors.

▲ Don’t be fooled, the twin glass is in fact one-piece.

▲ Blind is fi xed but does work in giving 
privacy apparently.

rear suspension. � e three-seater 
bench seat was supremely comfy 
although it had been re-covered so I 
guess any sagginess was sorted at the 

Arriving at our destination, it was 
perfect in a British sort of way whereby 

the sheep were in a � eld; an Aussie 
‘� eld’ would be like a county! I forgave 
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Richard Lofting goes through the process of 
restoring a classic vehicle’s steering wheel.

Workshop  

As regular readers of these workshop 
articles will be aware I play around 
with old tractors, and unless 
the make and model are rare 

examples replacement steering wheels are 
usually readily available as there is a thriving 
reproduction market. Commercial vehicles 
on the other hand have to rely on second-
hand spares, or if very lucky, the new old 
stock if available.

Epoxy Repairs
To repair an existing steering wheel is not that 
di�  cult, it just needs some patience and a little 
work. Steering wheels have a hub that attaches 
to the steering column, although covered with 
plastic, bakelite or whatever, it will be either 
steel or alloy and from this will be steel spokes 
that lead to the rim which will have an internal 

core of steel. Providing that the shape has not 
been compromised through accident all that 
will need repairs is the outer skin, and the best 
thing for this is two-part epoxy putty. � is 
stu�  is easy to mould and will stick to almost 
any surface providing it is clean, and once 
hardened can be sanded, machined, drilled or 
tapped and will not shrink or deform.

Preparations
� e key to a successful repair is in the 
preparation. If you are dealing with cracks 
these will inevitably have gone right through 
to the steel. For the repair to be successful and 
long lasting any corrosion (rust) will need 
to be removed. � e best tool for this is a die 
grinder or even a Dremel with a pointed tool 
to ‘v’ out the plastic. � is will not only allow 
access to the inner frame to remove the rust 
but will increase the surface area that the 
epoxy has to form a good bond with, making 
for a stronger repair.

Mixing
Epoxy comes in several forms, but the usual 
way to use it is to mix the epoxy resin with 
equal amounts of hardener. For this job the 
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putty type is a better proposition and is 
available in several colours and comes 
with the hardener and putty in a handy 
stick. To use it’s a matter of cutting o�  
the length required from the stick and 
mixing the two parts together to activate 
and place before it starts to set o� . � e 
one I purchased from our local tool 
shop is a fairly rapid setting version 
with a working time of 3-5 mins  and 
set hard in 60 mins so all the prep needs 
to be done before mixing! Although the 
instructions included with the product 
suggests mixing with your � ngers I 
would recommend that gloves are worn 

A typical shrinkage crack where the 
metal centre meets the plastic.2

1 An Austin A35 steering wheel ready for a 
bit of TLC.

Steering Wheel Repairs

HEALTH AND SAFETY
■ Wear suitable gloves to avoid skin contact.
■ When sanding wear a dust mask.
■ If using power tools such as die grinder etc.
■ wear appropriate eye protection.

This crack goes all the way around the 
steel core and will need cleaning back 

to good metal.
3

Another age-related crack on the 
underside of the steering wheel.4
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as it says that it can cause skin irritation. 
I could have shopped around for the 
putty in black but the local tool shop only 
stocked steel grey, but as I will bead blast 
the alloy wheel centre and then paint 
the whole wheel the epoxy colour didn’t 
matter in this case and for the pictures 
the contrast helps in showing what is 
going on. Provided you make a clean cut 
through the roll of putty and minimise the 
contamination of the two parts with the 
other, then it can be placed back into the 
supplied plastic tube and kept in the tool 
box for other little repair jobs around the 
vehicle as and when required.

Ê

TOOLS REQUIRED 
■ Die grinder or Dremel to ‘v’ out the
 cracks.
■ Epoxy putty.
■ Various grades of abrasive paper to
 fi nish.
■ Suitable paint to repaint whole
 steering wheel.
■ Suitable spanners and a puller to
 remove steering wheel from vehicle.

From the cut end you can see the putty 
and hardener in two distinctive layers.9

A tube of epoxy putty is ideal to fi ll the 
cracks as it does not shrink and sticks 

to most things.
5

To get the putty to stick the corrosion 
needs to be cleaned off  and the plastic 

‘veed’ out.
6

The alloy centre will probably need 
bead blasting before repainting, but 

the crack is cleaned ready to fi ll.
7

To use the putty cut off  the amount you 
need from the roll.8

To get the putty to stick the corrosion 
needs to be cleaned off  and the plastic 

Mix thoroughly until a uniform colour 
and it is ready to use.10
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on page 20

FINISH
With a clean cut the rest of the putty can be placed in the tube for future 
use and is ideal for all sorts of repairs around a commercial vehicle.16

Going through the grades as the 
repair is sanded will give a fi nish ready 

for painting in black gloss.

15

Fill the crack so that it is proud of 
the fi nished surface.13 Once hard it can be sanded back 

to the correct profi le.14

Ram the putty to the bottom of the cracks so that it adheres to 
the steel rod.11 The main crack needed more putty than I fi rst anticipated so a 

second mix was required.12
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O SERIES

1949, £6,800 ONO. In original condition and in 
excellent running order. In regular use for shows 
and can be driven away. Original reg and number 
is transferable. Please call 07860 266949.

BRISTOL
HG6L

£25,000 ONO. Very rare ex BRS Bristol stored 
in heated garage. Please call 07790 214182.

COMMER
QX 2 STROKE DIESEL

1963, £16,750. Fully restored, 100% heavy 
recovery, 4 wheels, taxed for 16 ton operation. HSU 
159A. Please call 01327 878598.

DAF
2500

1988, POA. Very good for age starts and drives, 
good tyres even the radio works no paper work or 
log book sold as seen Please call 07801 061792.

AUSTIN
FG420 4WH DIESEL
£550. New platform bodywork, cab and bodywork 
ready for repainting. Please call 01327 878598.

BEDFORD
3 TON TRUCK

1934, £20,000. In London based Original 
Owners Livery after spending a small fortune. 
Original in Service framed picture of the truck 
operating out off a London Depot. London to 
Brighton Run 1998 after restoration. Shown at 
Shrewsbury Steam Rally for the last 18 years. 
Very genuine and near original truck in first class 
condition. Please call 01952 727326.

BEDFORD
1982, £1,800. Good runner for restoration. Also 
Bedford TK 1966 12 ton tipper alloys. Please call 
07759 473380.

JI FLAT

1959, £8,500. 12’ drop side, 220 engine. 4 
speed gearbox, new tyres, VGC, lots of spares. MoT 
and tax exepmt. Please call 07885 253379.

J TYPE

1967, £9,950. Short wheel base breakdown 
truck. Very easy to drive and completely restored. 
Used to be a flat bed lorry. Sand blasted, new 
wiring loom, stainless steel sleeves in all brakes 
and painted in Morris Minor Trafalgar blue. Brand 
new interior, seats etc. Spats on rear mudguards. 
Looks more like a showman lorry, Harvey Frost 
crane, tax exempt, MoT exempt. Taxed until May 
2019, can be driven on a normal car licence. 
Please call 01737 221643 or 07957 819664.

AEC
MATADOR 

POA. 760 engine 6 speed box. Fitted with 
Harvey frost crane. New to Caledonian bulk liquid 
transport. Please call 01522 754321.

MERCURY

1965, £4,750. 470 engine with 6 speed box. 
Drives well with full air brakes. Chassis and props 
extended to original spec. Tillitson cab needs 
restoration all parts and windscreen included in 
sale. Please call 01766 530664 or 07889 193981.

MERCURY

1954, £10,000. Flat bed 1, 2 axles rigid body. 
Please call 07831 352656.

ALBION
CLAYMORE TIPPER

POA. Cab and body restored, new battery and is 
diesel. Please call 07710 382947.
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S20 2 AXLE RIGID

1959, £10,000 ONO. Drop, side body, Gardner, 
6LW engine. Stored in heated garage. Please call 
07790 214182.

S21

1966, £6,500. Special order for Blue Circle 
Double drive tractor unit on super singles. 220 
Cummins with 4.8 Diffs and a 12 speed box. 
Unfinished restoration but new parts have been 
fitted. Please call 07768 101859, Cheshire.

S80
1998, POA. With 180 Gardner engine and box 
body. Good runner and has been stored for 10 
years. Engine runs well and cab in good condition. 
Please call 07799 807436.

S85

1981, 5,950 Miles, £5,000. Replacement 
Telstar gritter body, convery needs wiring work, 
Rolls-Royce engine and is a good runner. Please 
call 07624 475068, Isle of Man.

FORD
D SERIES

1969, £12,500. Arctic, MoT October 2018, 
20 step frame arctic trailer. Please call 01752 
822245.

A SERIES
1974, £3,000. Drawbar model, 31 tonner, 
Gardner 180 engine. Also ERF 1970 chassis 
cab and Gardner 6LW engine. Please call 07759 
473380.

A SERIES

1971, POA. 23ft flat body, Gardner 100 engine, 
5 speed gearbox, 2 speed rear axle. In show 
condition. Please call 07736 920831, Northern 
Ireland.

E14 320

1992, £POA. In very good condition and runs 
excellently. MOT June 2018. Alloy wheels and a 
very nice coat of paint always garaged. Please call 
07734 077576

KV

1960, £12,750. Fully restored, ready for rally 
season. Cab rebuilt, complete new body. Down 
rated to 7,500 kg. Please call 07708 578278.

FODEN
4000 SERIES
1987, POA. 6x4 sleeper cab unit, Cummins 
engine, Eaton gearbox and axles. Air suspension. 
Excellent condition. Please call 01356 648690.

DODGE
50 BEAVER TAIL

1984, POA. 6.5 tonne. Please call 07867 67421.

100

1984, £995. Demountable, aluminium horsebox, 
partitioned to carry three horses. Rubber flooring, 
excellent Perkins engine and running well. Does 
need another cab. Please call 01588 680605, 
Shropshire.

100 G7575

1980, £2,750 ONO. Chassis cab, manual gearbox, 
7.5t, 121,000 kms, rear window is missing, 
previously used as a horse box, runs and drives 
well, very clean truck. Please call 07540 722608.

ERF
230 TURBO UNIT

1985, £15,000 ONO. Converted for special 
purposes, full living accommodation, Ring feed 
hitch. MOT exempt. Please call 077879 46090.
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PIONEER

1940, £13,750. Served with desert rats during 
WW2. Has been owned and rallied regularly for the 
last 14 years. Pickford’s livery. Please call 01406 
426361, Lincs.

ROAD COMMANDER II

POA. American White. Tractor unit, 4 wheeler. 
Cat engine. Right hand drive. Please call 07772 
456692.

TRUNKER

POA. Full history, excellent runner. Please call 
07850 408289.

TRUNKER

£16,000. AEC gearbox, this lorry as had lots 
of money spent on it in the last twelve months, 
including a total cab rebuild, revealing and the 
box body repainted new stainless exhaust silencer 
made for it ring for details. Please call 07805 
039684.

FFK 140 FLATBED LORRY

1960, £10,750 ONO. Good working order and 
registration document. Please call 01993 775442, 
Oxfordshire.

RENAULT
MIDLUM 7.5 TON

2004, £2,500 ONO. Boxvan tail lift tested till 
2018. Good tyres (2 new) radio/cd new clutch 
(March) drives nicely. Please call 07715 007314.

SCAMMELL
305

1978, £6,500. Rolls 305 BHP. 15 speed box. No 
rot in cab, sleeper cab for two. Please call 07979 
975610.

CONSTRUCTOR 2 8X4 
STEEL TIPPER

£5,500 ONO. Factory fitted auto gearbox. All 
working fine starts and runs well, cab needs some 
welding and a small amount needed also on body. 
She is still painted up in Elliott Bricks colours and 
logo which was a well known local firm. Please 
call 07711 050938.

LEYLAND
BEAVER

1947, £9,500. Good condition ready to go 
ex BRS draw bar motor 2to1 transfer box drive 
anywhere new batteries. Please call 07974 
088148, Dorset.

ERGO CAB

1968, £12,500 ONO. Ergo Cab, 4x2 Dropside Flat, 
400 engine, drives and looks fantastic. Rebuilt 
from the ground up, including total engine rebuild. 
Please call 01298 84312.

MORRIS
COMMERCIAL 3/4 TONNER

1947, £POA. Restored some 30 years ago, 
has done very little road work since. Starts on the 
button, runs well, clutch was replaced, gearbox 
good, axles good, brakes good, steering good, 
paint work good, most of the electric work, fuel 
gauge need attention. Can send more photo if 
needed. Please call 07797 911309 OR email 
ralphmorin@hotmail.com.
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FL10

1987, POA. 12 speed box, tyres 90%, tested 
and being used to this present day. First class 
condition, vertical stack and well looked after. 
Open to offers. Please call 07970 859049, 
Hertfordshire.

FL10

1989, £8,500 ONO. Restore interior, good tyres 
and brakes, lots of new parts. Please call 078505 
20803, North Yorkshire.

F10

1993, POA. Fully restored to show condition and 
a stunning show winner. LEZ compliant and always 
garaged. Please call 07831 611227.

F10

1993, POA. Original condition. 4x2 tractor unit 
on air. Runs and drives well. Tipping gear. Please 
call 00353 87764 4984.

R143M

1991, £13,750 +VAT ONO. Original condition, 
4X2 tractor unit, would make the ideal restoration 
project, runs and drives well. Please call 01283 
821028, Staffordshire.

THAMES
ET6

1954, £5,250. Petrol. 7 new tyres, new tubes, 
new carburettor, new brake master cylinder and 
new battery. MoT and tax exempt. Please call 
02889 521934.

FORDSON THAMES

1949, £8,500 ONO. Tax & MoT exempt. Good 
runner, new tyres, very good cab and loads of new 
parts. Good chrome and brakes overall. Please call 
07772 648848.

TRADER
1963, 1,600 miles, POA. Crew cab, only three 
ever made of this type. Please call 07880 740638, 
Warwickshire.

VOLVO
F7

1983, POA. Day cab tractor unit, 8 speed gear 
box, 28 ton GTW and in show condition. Please call 
07736 920831.

SCANIA

111

£5,000. 4 x2 rigid, not registered, starts and 
drives, The cab does require some welding. Please 
call 07855 489452

112 INTERCOOLER 333BHP

1986, £10,500. 24ft keruing flat. Very good 
condition. Will work as well as show. Been used as 
back up hay and straw.8 weeks inspection. Current 
owner 20+ yrs. Please call 07831 419325.

124 420

2004, £6,750 ONO. Topline CAB, twin bunk, 
manual, taxed private, no VAT, good clean truck, 
tested until June 2018, good tyres and strong 
truck. Please call 07840 110709, North Yorkshire.

142

POA. 6 x breaking, will sell complete or break. 
Please call 07855 489452.
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MISCELLANEOUS FOR 
SALE

AUTOMOBILE REPAIR VOL3 
COMMERCIAL VEHICLES 
MANUAL
1953, £15. 492 Pages. Price includes postage. 
Please call 07534 342021, Surrey.

DAF 95 SERIES HANDBOOK 
MANUAL
£10. Please call 01423 709175.

DINKY 972 20 TON

£55. Lorry mounted crane, in mint condition and 
all working with original box. The box is slightly 
worn. Please call 07786 385415.

FACTORY WORKSHOP
POA. For Perkins PA 148  and 4 154 including  
Mazda 205 diesel. Also some handbooks for 
Perkins engines and Perkins grill badge and drivers 
coat badge. Pictures via email and all genuine 
items. Please call 01872 575140.

GENUINE DIFFERENT 
WORKSHOP MANUALS
£20 EACH. For Leyland Ergo, Terrier 650-950, 
Bedford KM, Commer V range, Commer C range 
and Dodge K Parts manual. Commer TS3 199, 
Commer WB and VA, Commer-Dodge LA6 and 
wedge type. Also a Commer Hydro-steer manual. 
All in good condition. Price includes postage. 
Please call 01872 575140.

HEAVY DUTY TRAILER
£500. Suitable for half size miniature steam road 
locos. Turntable steering, solid twin tyres. Please 
call 01629 823428.

VARIOUS COMMERCIAL 
VEHICLES WORKSHOP 
MANUALS
£20 EACH. Leyland Comet N.C, Leyland EA350-
420, L.A.D. AV505, AEC Mamouth MK1 AV 690-
691, BMC J4 illustrated body parts manual, BMC 
1.5 diesel, Morris 7 ton Willenhall, Ford N.C trader 
parts book, Morris J.B and Ford ET6 parts book. 
Please call 01872 575140.

VOLVO S88 AND S86 
SERVICE MANUAL
£Offers. 13 parts in all, good condition. Please 
call 07985 691137.

BEDFORD TK NEW 
WINDSCREEN
£100. Also to fit MJ, MK, KM. Please call 02085 
684333, West London.

FORD “B” CHASSIS
1932, £1,950 ONO. In primer, unused, Chevy 
engine mounts, new servo and brake master 
cylinder. Built by Chris Boyle at Rodline Int. Please 
call 01404 548175, Devon.

GARDNER PARTS
POA. Also engines. Will exchange parts. Please call 
07900 036151, Kent.

JENNING SLEEPER CAB

POA. This truck include glass intact, some interior 
and fibreglass day cab sheet rack. All FOC, loaded 
to your vehicle. Please call 01733 211175, 
Cambridgeshire.

LEYLAND 600 PARTS
POA. Pair of cylinder heads, a vacuum servo for 
a Military Hippo, a rebuilt radiator for a Interim 
Beaver, Leyland Comet step rings with carriers and 
head gaskets for Leyland 7.4. Please call 07895 
953388.

SCANIA TRANSMISSION 
FILTER
£10 including post. Filter 1768402. Please 
call 01423 709175.

VOLVO F86 PART
£40. Nearside roar corner cab curved glass 
window. Please call 07760 323470.

VOLVO F88 POWER 
STEERING BOX
1976, £275. Please call 07836 514189.

WINDSCREENS TO FIT LV 
AND A SERIES
£125 EACH. Also front indicator lenses. Please 
call 01524 241994, Lancs.

WHEELS TYRES AND TUBES

£30 each/£50 for both. Two six stud, split rim 
wheels, tyres and tubes. 750 X 16 to fit Bedford TK 
or Ford D series. Please call 07738 124489.

F88

1976, POA. Please call 35386 6060358

FH 12380

1996, POA. Only used for vintage runs, spotless 
inside and out. Please call 08631 25737, Cork, 
Ireland.

NH12

2002, £23,000. Nice original truck mechanically 
ok. DI2D engine 460 HP needs some attention to 
paintwork. Very nice example of this rare truck 6x2 
tag axle air suspension. Please call 07967 019148.

PARTS FOR SALE
7 COMPLETE TYRES

£300 ONO. 750 x 16. Please call  01740 652667 
or 07712 808252.
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SERVICES

TRANSPORTRESTORATION

RUSH GREEN MOTORS
Langley, Hitchin, Herts SG4 7PQ

Tel: 01438 354174 Fax: 01438 353560
www.rushgreenmotors.com

Largest varied stock of Commercial Vehicles
and Spare Parts in the UK Pre 1940 to 1990.

Bedfords always purchased

UK & Continental Vehicles including EC,
ATKINSON, ALBION, BEDFORD, B.M.C.,

COMMER, DODGE FORD, LEYLAND,
MAUDSLEY, SCANIA, SCAMMELL, SEDDON,

THORNYCROFT, VOLVO etc.

tel: +44 (0) 1843 844962 or 07795 182 563

TIME SERVED 50 YEARS EXPERIENCETTTTTTTTTTTIIIIIIIIIIIMMMMMMMMMMMEEEEEEEEEEE SSSSSSSSSSSEEEEEEEEEEERRRRRRRRRRRVVVVVVVVVVVEEEEEEEEEEEDDDDDDDDDDD 5555555555500000000000 YYYYYYYYYYYEEEEEEEEEEEAAAAAAAAAAARRRRRRRRRRRSSSSSSSSSSS EEEEEEEEEEEXXXXXXXXXXXPPPPPPPPPPPEEEEEEEEEEERRRRRRRRRRRIIIIIIIIIIIEEEEEEEEEEENNNNNNNNNNNCCCCCCCCCCCEEEEEEEEEEE

Cab fabrication to metal wood fibreglass
Complete repainting 2pk system

basecoat & lacquer

IAN BONE CVRIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAANNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOONNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
COMMERCIAL VEHICLE RENOVATION

CONTACT IAN
• 07979 550035
• 01228 672959

CLASSIC SPARES

Contact:
IanWonnacott, Classic Spares,
The Forge, Fore Street, Kenton,

DevonEX6 8LF.
Phone&Fax: 01626 891645
ian@classic-spares.co.uk
www.classic-spares.co.uk

Brake and clutch hydraulic spares for
post 1935 classic and vintage buses,

coaches and commercials.
Kits for master cylinders,

wheel cylinders and slave cylinders.
New and recon cylinders.
Brake hoses from stock or

made to pattern.
Cylinder resleeving service

Tel/Fax: 01344 886522
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To advertise
contact Bart
on 01233
228754

STORAGE

SHOWS

Training Centres at
Warrington, Wakefield

and Mobile
ADR, DCPC, Forklift and DGSA

Consultants

Full ADR including Tank
Module and Class 1 Explosives

with 35 Hours DCPC £600

www.tracytools.com

Tracy ToolsLtd
Tap & Die Specialist, Engineer Tool Supplies

Tel: 01803 328 603 Fax: 01803 328 157
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• Taps and Dies
• Special Sizes
• Diestocks
• Boxed Sets
• Tap Wrenches

• Endmills
• Clearance Bargains
• Slot Drills
• Tailstock Die Holder
• Drills HSS

• Centre Drills
• Reamers
• Drill sets (HSS)
• Drills
• Thread Chasers

PRODUCTS

Acme
Taps

Taps &
DiesReamer

Taper Shank
Drills HSS
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Words & photos:
Bob TuckFinal word

I can picture Jim Wilkinson reading this 
page in the magazine and saying: “I wish 
you had called me Mr Halley Bob – rather 
than Mr Albion – because the Halley was 

a real wagon.” Yes, Jim was the sort of guy who 
wore his heart on his sleeve and when it came 
to the Scottish manufacturer of Halley Motors 
then there was no one so passionate – and 
knowledgeable - about a � rm that went out of 
business in 1935. Jim fell in love with Halley 
because of the in� uence of his late father – Jim 
senior – but sadly, Halley’s most passionate 
champion passed away on 7th May ’18 at the 

driver who always looked a� er whatever he was 
given.

However, to many, Jim is best known for his 
phenomenal knowledge in the preservation 
� eld where he became a recognised world-wide 
expert on anything Albion. He had the foresight 
to join the Historic Commercial Vehicle Society 
(when in its infancy in the late ‘50s) as a life 
member and subsequently saved himself a huge 
amount on their annual subscriptions. He was a 
tireless worker of this cause in his native North 
East England and was to become the long-
serving Secretary when the HCVS set up their 
regional o� shoot. Since 1983, the highlight 
in the North-East calendar was the annual 
Tyne-Tees Run and Jim was again very much 
involved - even if his unique recording system 
was something only he could work out.

Working alongside Jim as part of the back 
room sta�  on the Tyne Tees was his wife 
Audrey. � ey were married for almost 65 years 
(before she passed away in May ’17) while 
with them for the last 50 years was their son 
Iain. � e preferred choice of transport for this 
Wilkinson trio was the much cherished 1950 
Albion Chie� ain which Jim � rst drove at Powell 
Products and then saved for preservation in 
1971. I was lucky enough to be allowed to drive 
Jim’s pride and joy on a few occasions and 
found it to be one exceptionally nice vehicle to 
handle.

Jim’s passing leaves a huge hole in the 
North-East preservation world. Many, many, 
people will never forget the help they got from 
someone who simply would like remembering 
as ‘Mr Halley.’ � anks again Jim. v

Bob Tuck marks the passing of Jim Wilkinson - ‘Mr 
Albion’ - who enjoyed 93 years of varied life.

grand old age of 93.
Regular readers may be aware that we 

recently featured some early exploits of Jim’s 
life in the March & April ‘18 issues of Heritage 
Commercials. � e basis of these two stories 
was the diaries Jim kept of his RAF service 
in Hong Kong. � ose people who knew 
him weren’t surprised that Jim had kept 
such meticulous records because they recall 
someone who always did his best to get things 
just right. Whatever load carrier he may have 
drove (� rstly for Powell Products then later at 
Blue Circle Cement) Jim was a sympathetic 

MANY - MEMORIESMANY - MEMORIES
THANKS JIM FOR THE – VERY

Jim Wilkinson. 

Jim’s 1950 Albion Chieftain 
FT.37L pictured on the HCVS 
Tyne Tees Run in 2012. 

Jim Wilkinson senior 
with son Jim and his 
younger brother Bill. 
The lorry is a Powells’ 
Preserves Halley.
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Graham Booth is 
recognised as one 
of the preservation 
world’s most 
prolifi c restorers 
but even he 
reckons his re-
creation of a 
slice of Thurston 
showman folklore 
is something very 
special. Bob Tuck 
joins the ranks 
of admirers who 
simply say that this 
latest Diamond 
T 980 is just 
perfection.

South African 
based Paul 
Cochrane has 
long been 
passionate about 
both VW Kombis 
(Transporters 
to us) and fi re 
service vehicles. 
So, it was a 
labour of love 
that with the 
help of Pieter 
Hamersma - and 
others - he was 
able to bring 
together those 
two worlds in the 
creation of his 
own 1975 Kombi 
fi re appliance.

HERE COMES ‘T’ LOADS OF JOY

KOMBI FIRE CRACKER

FIFTH AND FINAL
Mark Gredzinski gives us a period 
photographic tour of the working 
days of the Ergo-cabbed 
Leyland  Octopus.




